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Appendices
Appendix A: Additional Information Related to Select Policies, By-Laws,
and Plans
Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe (as consolidated, 2020)
The Greater Golden Horseshoe (G.G.H.) is one of the most dynamic and fastest growing regions in North
America. The Growth Plan for G.G.H. provides a vision and direction for the planning and development
that supports economic prosperity, protects the environment, and helps communities achieve a high
quality of life. The Plan identifies the Region of Waterloo as part of the Greater Golden Horseshoe
Growth Plan Area and designates downtown Cambridge as an Urban Growth Centre and site of future
priority transit corridors (Schedules 1, 4, and 5). Concurrently, the Plan refers to and provides policy
direction for cultural heritage and archaeological resources, and recognizes that unmanaged growth can
degrade, among other features, the regions cultural heritage resources. The Plan further states that
cultural heritage resources and open spaces within cities, towns, and countryside provide people with a
sense of place.
Policies within the Plan are based on a set of Guiding Principles, described in Section 1.2.1, one of which
being:
•

Conserve and promote cultural heritage resources to support the social, economic, and cultural
well-being of all communities, including First Nations and Métis communities.

Within Section 4, Protecting What is Valuable, the Plan identifies cultural heritage resources in the
G.G.H. as valuable and irreplaceable assets that contribute to a sense of identify, support a vibrant
tourism industry, and attract investment based on cultural amenities. It identifies the necessity to plan
in a way that protects and maximizes the benefits of these resources that make communities unique and
attractive places to live. The Plan also recognizes the traditional knowledge and historical relationship
that Indigenous communities have with the lands and resources. It aims to take a balanced approach to
the wise use and management of cultural heritage and archaeological resources. Section 4.2.7 of the
Plan addresses specific policies pertaining to cultural heritage and include the following:
•
•

Cultural heritage resources will be conserved in order to foster a sense of place and benefit
communities, particularly in strategic growth areas (Policy 4.2.7.1);
Municipalities will work with stakeholders, as well as First Nations and Métis communities, in
developing and implementing Official Plan policies and strategies for the identification, wise use
and management of cultural heritage resources (Policy 4.2.7.2); and,
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•

Municipalities are encouraged to prepare archaeological management plans and municipal
cultural plans and consider them in their decision-making (Policy 4.2.7.3).

Region of Waterloo Official Plan (2015)
Livability in Waterloo Region
Policies 3.G.1 through 3.G.4 relate to the identification of cultural heritage resources, and generally
delegates the identification and conservation of these resources to area municipalities. This includes the
identification and addition of cultural heritage resources to a heritage register. The Region will also
coordinate and maintain a region-wide inventory of cultural heritage resources within the area, as
identified.
Policies 3.G.5 through 3.G.7 relate to identifying, establishing, and conserving Cultural Heritage
Landscapes. Where landscapes are identified by the Region, the Cultural Heritage Conservation
Landscape Plan shall include a statement of significance, a listing of resources to be conserved, and
recommendations for conservation measures. Authority is delegated to area municipalities to designate
cultural heritage landscapes in their Official Plans, with Regional assistance in preparing Cultural
Heritage Conservation Landscape Plans.
Policies 3.G.8 through 3.G.10 relate to archeology and archeological assessment. These policies state
that the Region shall prepare and update a Regional Archeological Master Plan, and that during the
review of development applications and/or site plans the Region will require an archaeological
assessment where archaeological resources and/or areas of archaeological potential have been
identified by the plan. Where an archaeological assessment identifies a significant archaeological
resource, the Region may require conservation of such resources by ensuring the site remain
undeveloped, designating the site as open space, or removing the resource prior to site grading or
construction.
Policies 3.G.13 through 3.G.20 relate to Cultural Heritage Impact Assessments (C.H.I.A.s). These policies
allow area municipalities to require the submission of C.H.I.A.s prior to development of sites with on-site
cultural heritage resources, or sites which are adjacent to cultural heritage resources. These
assessments must include: historical research, site analysis and evaluation; identification of the
significance and heritage attributes of the cultural heritage resource; description of the proposed
development or site alteration; assessment of development or site alteration impacts; consideration of
alternatives, mitigation and conservation methods; schedule and reporting structure for implementation
and monitoring; and, a summary statement and conservation recommendations. Conservation
recommendations will, where feasible, conserve cultural heritage resources intact. However, where it is
not feasible to conserve the resource intact, recommendations shall be made to promote the reuse or
adaptive reuse of the resource, building, or building elements.
Policies 3.G.21 through 3.G.26 relate to Conservation, Promotion and Research. These policies state that
built heritage resources owned by the Region shall be conserved, including maintaining, enhancing,
managing, and conserving natural heritage features such as the Grand River. Further, the Region and
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area municipalities may undertake research, identification, and documentation of cultural heritage
resources, and coordinate financial incentive programs for the promotion, preservation, restoration, and
rehabilitation of cultural heritage resources. Further, the Region and area municipalities will collaborate
in developing and maintaining an Arts, Culture and Heritage Master Plan.
Policies 3.G.27 through 3.G.29 relate to Scenic Roads, which include Regional Roads which are
characterised by natural and cultural heritage features. Policies within this section support their
conservation and protection, including the view from the road to prominent heritage buildings or
natural landscape features.
While not specifically identified in the Official Plan, the Scenic Roads and Special Character Streets
Resource Document (2011) identifies the following Regional Roads as Scenic Roads:
•
•
•

Water Street throughout the Study Area: Neighbourhood Connector Main Street, rated: Very
Scenic
Main Street from Water Street to George Street: Neighbourhood Connector Main Street, rated:
Extremely Scenic
Ainslie Street from Valour Street to Thorne Street: Neighbourhood Connector Main Street, rated:
Scenic

The Regional Official Plan establishes in Policy 3.G.28 that during construction or upgrades, the Region
will, wherever feasible endeavour to protect and/or enhance the scenic value of such features [natural,
cultural heritage and recreational features that contribute to the scenic value] along Regional Roads.

City of Cambridge Official Plan (2018 consolidation)
Natural Heritage and Environmental Management
Policy B.3.6.22 establishes conditions for development and redevelopment activities within the Galt City
Centre Floodplain Policy Area and which is inclusive of the H.C.D. study area:
•
•

•

•

minor additions or alterations to existing residential buildings of habitable rooms shall be at or
above the elevation of the existing first floor space;
flood protection construction techniques shall be applied to all new development or
redevelopment1 below the Regulatory Flood elevation and shall be designed and constructed to
the satisfaction of the City and the GRCA;
any new building or major addition or alteration proposed to have any window, door or other
similar opening lower than the level of the Regulatory Flood elevation shall be protected to the
Regulatory Flood elevation using techniques satisfactory to the City and the GRCA. No new
habitable room shall be provided lower than the Regulatory Flood elevation;
new utilities shall be located higher than the level of the Regulatory Flood elevation where
practical; but, where this is not possible, such utilities shall be floodproofed using techniques
satisfactory to the City and the GRCA;
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•

•

•

•

any renovation or rehabilitation proposed for an existing building shall not be required to replace
existing windows or doors using flood protection techniques or provide special treatment for
other similar openings. However, where a comprehensive renovation is proposed for an existing
structure and the renovations include the replacement of windows and doors, such
replacements shall be floodproofed to withstand the anticipated pressure from flood depths
where feasible. Where new openings are proposed for an existing structure or for an addition to
an existing structure, such openings shall also be floodproofed to withstand the anticipated
pressure from flood depths;
new development that is associated with institutional services such as hospitals, nursing homes
and schools shall only be permitted to locate on lands in the Galt City Centre Floodplain Special
Policy Area which would be flooded to a depth of one metre or less in the event of a Regulatory
Flood flow provided that adequate protection to the Regulatory Flood elevation and a dry land
access to the building are provided;
within the Galt City Centre Floodplain Special Policy Area, service stations, gas bars and other
new uses involving the manufacture, disposal, consumption or bulk storage of chemical,
flammable, explosive, toxic, corrosive or other dangerous materials shall not be permitted;
the construction of new permanent buildings or structures and the reconstruction or major
renovation of existing permanent buildings and structures will be permitted on lands located
between the east limit of Grand Avenue/Tower Drive Chapter 3 Natural Heritage and
Environmental Management 48 September 2018 Consolidation and the west limit of Water
Street, from Parkhill Road on the north to Birch Street on the south, only where the design of
such buildings or structures complies fully with the standards established for the City of
Cambridge Dyking and Channelization Scheme and provides specifically for the integration of
such buildings and structures into the flood control and protection works described in that
scheme.

Cultural Heritage Resources
Chapter 4 of the Official Plan relates to the Cultural Heritage Resources within the City of Cambridge.
The City recognizes the benefits of cultural heritage resources as focal to community identity and
economic prosperity.
Section 4.2 describes the priorities for cultural heritage resources, and states that:
•

When development is proposed, the City will encourage the conservation of cultural heritage
resources in the following order of preference:
o incorporation of cultural heritage resources and their surrounding context into
development applications in a manner which does not conflict with the cultural heritage
resource;
o promotion of the use of scale and design which blends harmoniously with existing cultural
heritage resources when development occurs; and,
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o preservation and adaptive re-use of buildings of cultural heritage significance for
compatible residential intensification and/or for other appropriate and compatible uses is
encouraged.
Where the above cannot be achieved, the City has implemented measures which, in order of
preference, include:
•
•

•

promote the re-use of the resource, building, or building elements where a cultural heritage
resource cannot be conserved intact;
require that the proponent provide to the City architectural measured drawings, a land history,
photographs and other available documentation of the cultural heritage resource in its
surrounding context and, if feasible, relocate the cultural heritage resource; and,
promote the salvaging and reuse of building materials where a cultural heritage resource cannot
be conserved intact and incorporation of building materials in the new development or
redevelopment.

To ensure cultural heritage resources and preserved and enhanced, subsection 3 states that Council
may:
•
•
•

•
•

•

assess the probable impact of proposed projects on any abutting cultural heritage resource and
provide in the design of such projects for the mitigation of any negative impact;
require the integration of cultural heritage resources into the design of draft plans of subdivision
and other development;
provide for any cultural heritage resource located within the public areas be restored,
rehabilitated, used and maintained for any purpose compatible with the existing or proposed
function of such public areas;
pass by-laws under the Ontario Heritage Act to establish and regulate Heritage Conservation
Districts;
undertake studies and formulate and implement heritage plans and programs, including
consultation and cooperation with other local, Regional, Provincial and national heritage
conservation agencies and organizations;
promote public awareness of the Heritage Master Plan and of the City’s cultural heritage
resources through a communication strategy.

Section 4.3 relates to the Register of Cultural Heritage Resources, and states that the City encourages
their conservation by maintaining a register. The register will include properties, buildings, structures,
landscapes and districts which have each been appropriately described, illustrated and evaluated for
inclusion.
Section 4.4 describes evaluation criteria in determining the significance of cultural heritage resources
included or proposed to be included in the City’s Register. This section states that a property shall be
considered to have cultural heritage value or interest if the property satisfies at least two of the
following criteria:
•

it dates from an early period in the development of the city’s communities;
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•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

it is a representative example of the work of an outstanding local, national or international
architect, engineer, builder, designer, landscape architect, interior designer, sculptor, or other
artisan and is well preserved or may be rehabilitated;
it is associated with a person who is recognized as having made an important contribution to the
city’s social, cultural, political, economic, technological or physical development or as having
materially influenced the course of local, regional, provincial, national or international history;
it is directly associated with an historic event which is recognized as having local, regional,
provincial, national or international importance;
it is a representative example and illustration of the city’s social, cultural, political, economic or
technological development history;
it is a representative example of a method of construction now rarely used;
it is a representative example of its architectural style or period of building;
it is a representative example of architectural design;
it terminates a view or otherwise makes an important contribution to the urban composition or
streetscape of which it forms a part;
it is generally recognized as an important landmark;
it is a representative example of outstanding interior design; or,
it is an example of a rare or otherwise important feature of good urban design or streetscaping.

Section 4.6 relates to the Designation of Cultural Heritage Resources, and in order to regulate the
demolition, removal or inappropriate alteration of buildings of cultural heritage value or interest Council
may:
•
•
•
•

pass by-laws pursuant to the Ontario Heritage Act to designate properties including such
buildings or structures to be of cultural heritage value;
pass by-laws providing for the acquisition by purchase, lease or for the expropriation of any such
property;
dispose by sale, lease or otherwise of any designated property acquired; and,
enter into any easement agreement or covenant with the owner of a designated property with
the intent that the owner will preserve, maintain, and protect the cultural heritage resource.

Section 4.7 enables establishment and designation of Heritage Conservation Districts (H.C.D.).
•

•

•

The City will regulate as fully as possible the demolition, removal or inappropriate alteration or
erection of buildings, which, in the opinion of Council, constitute or impact on a cultural heritage
resource within a Heritage Conservation District as shown on Schedules 1, 2 and 3.
Council, after having consulted with MHAC, may pass by-laws pursuant to the Ontario Heritage
Act to define one or more potential Heritage Conservation Districts to be examined for future
designation as a Heritage Conservation District.
Council may, after consultation with the owners of properties included in a defined potential
Heritage Conservation District, pass by-laws pursuant to the Ontario Heritage Act to designate all
or part of the defined potential Heritage Conservation District as a Heritage Conservation District
and apply to the Ontario Municipal Board for the approval of such by-laws.
Galt Core Heritage Conservation District Study 11

•
•

•

•

•

•

The provisions of Policies 4.7.1 to 4.7.3 shall apply in respect of any building or structure and the
land that is situate within the area that has been designated as a Heritage Conservation District.
With consultation from the MHAC, Council may pass by-laws of intent for a maximum period of
one year that defines one or more areas to be examined for future designation as a Heritage
Conservation District. During this period, alteration works including erection, demolition or
removal of heritage buildings or structures shall be prohibited or limited.
For the purposes of defining a potential Heritage Conservation District in accordance with Policy
4.7.2, a study will be prepared which identifies the following:
a) the composition of the area;
b) the incidence of buildings or structures of cultural heritage value included on the
Register of Cultural Heritage Resources referred to in Section 4.3;
c) the heritage significance, character and appearance of the selected study area,
including buildings, structures, contextual elements, landscapes, vistas and other
properties;
d) the possible geographic boundaries of the study area;
e) the structural soundness of buildings or structures; and
f) the feasibility of restoring, using or maintaining buildings or structures.
Where Council determines that the establishment of a Heritage Conservation District is
appropriate and feasible, the study prepared pursuant to Policy 4.7.6 shall form the basis of the
Heritage Conservation District Plan. The Heritage Conservation District Plan shall include:
a) a statement of objectives for the District;
b) a statement explaining the cultural heritage value or interest of the District;
c) description of properties in the District and of the heritage attributes of the District;
d) policy statements, guidelines, and procedures for achieving the stated objectives and
for managing change in the District;
e) a description of the types of alterations that will require a City permit and a
description of minor alterations that will be permitted without the need for a City
permit;
f) a map identifying the boundaries of the District; and
g) a communication plan for dialogue with the public, particularly the residents and
landowners in the proposed Heritage Conservation District, identifying the intent and
scope of the District.
Where it is proposed to designate a Heritage Conservation District in which properties have
already been designated pursuant to Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act, the property may be
included in an area designated as a Heritage Conservation District. A property that is included in
an area designated as Heritage Conservation District may subsequently be designated under Part
IV of the Ontario Heritage Act.
Pursuant to the Ontario Heritage Act, Council may pass by-laws to designate all or part of the
lands set out in Section 4.7 as a Heritage Conservation District. Such a designation shall not
require an amendment to this Plan. The designating by-law shall identify the extent of the area,
contain procedures and timelines for alterations to and demolition of existing buildings and/or
Galt Core Heritage Conservation District Study 12

•
•

structures as well as the erection of new buildings Chapter 4 Cultural Heritage Resources 68
September 2018 Consolidation and/or structures based on the criteria established in the
Heritage Conservation District Plan, and outline the appeal process to the Ontario Municipal
Board or other Provincial appeal body.
Prior to designating a Heritage Conservation District, Council will undertake a public
consultation/information process.
Where a Heritage Conservation District is in effect, public works shall be carried out and by-laws
passed only if they complement/enhance the objectives set out in the Heritage Conservation
District Plan.

Section 4.8 contains policies related to Cultural Heritage Landscapes (CH.L.). Policies within require
measures to conserve C.H.L.s in the design of development proposals, including their views, vistas and
landscape features, and cemeteries of cultural significance. Further, as the Grand River is a Canadian
Heritage River, efforts will be made to conserve, manage and enhance the river’s natural, cultural,
recreational, scenic and ecological features.
Sections 4.11 and 4.12 state that the City shall promote stewardship of the community’s cultural
heritage resources through strong partnerships amongst a variety of stakeholders and encourage the
restoration or rehabilitation of privately owned properties through the provision of funding
opportunities.
Section 4.13 relates to Archeological Resources and states that the City will encourage the conservation
of sites of archaeological value through site assessments and surveys.
Finally, Section 4.14 relates to Scenic Heritage Roads, and states that the City will establish policies to
protect scenic heritage roads, which are identified by their unique structural, topographic and visual
characteristics, as well as abutting vegetation, built environment and cultural landscape, historical
significance or location within a Heritage Conservation District.
Urban Design
The objectives related to Urban Design aim to:
•
•
•

protect and enhance public views and vistas of natural and built features;
ensure compatibility in scale, form, massing and height transition between new development
and existing buildings and adjacent neighbourhoods while being sensitive to the context; and,
ensure that development is sensitive to and respectful of the physical and functional identity and
the heritage attributes of Cambridge;

Section 5.3 contains policies related to Transit Oriented Development, which states that all development
or redevelopment of sites within walking distance of a Major Transit Station will address:
•

compact urban form and a mix of medium and high density uses along arterial roads, transit
routes and within walking distance of transit station areas;
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•

•
•

provision of a safe environment for pedestrians and encouragement of pedestrian activity
through a mix of land uses, including a variety of services and amenities at grade and oriented to
the municipal sidewalk, and continuous sidewalks along both sides of the street;
a high quality public realm promoted to enhance the identity of the area and create gathering
points; and,
access to the transit station provided from various modes of transportation including
consideration of pedestrian, bicycle parking, and where applicable, passenger transfer and
commuter pick-up/drop off areas (Policy 5.3.1).

Section 5.4 contains policies related to Views and Vistas, and encourages preserving and enhancing
views of church spires, landmark buildings, structures, and natural features where feasible (Policy 5.4.1).
More specifically, views to natural or cultural heritage elements within the vicinity of the Grand River
and within the Galt City Centre Community Core Area will be protected from negative impacts (Policy
5.4.4).
Section 5.5 contains policies related to the Public Realm, encouraging sustainable design and
opportunities which enhance the quality of the public realm be addressed at the design stage for any
municipal project, including parks and facilities, streets, sidewalks and trails, natural areas and municipal
engineering projects (Policy 5.5.1). Utility and transmission facilities should be located underground,
where possible (Policy 5.5.2). More specifically, increased connection to the Grand River may be
required through enhancements to the trail system, which may include access stairs and ramps,
additional connections and pedestrian bridges, where appropriate, to be accomplished through either
public or private development proposals (Policy 5.3.3)
Section 5.6 contains policies related to Gateways, and states that key intersections may be identified as
gateways into the City or into specific areas of the City, and entrances to community core areas will be
treated as gateways (Policy 5.6.1). These gateways will be subject to distinctive design requirements as
identified through the development review process, including prominent building form and landscaping,
and may be detailed in urban design guidelines (Policy 5.6.2).
Section 5.14 contains policies related to Urban Design Guidelines. Urban Design Guidelines must
consider the integration, conservation and enhancement of the natural heritage system and cultural
heritage resources and identify protected views and vistas (Policy 5.14.1).

Main Street Heritage Conservation District (1984) (By-law 28-85)
The Main Street Heritage Conservation District Plan was prepared for the City of Cambridge by Nicholas
Hill, Architect Planner in 1984. The Main Street H.C.D. area is a single block in the Galt area of
Downtown Cambridge, bounded by Main Street to the north, Ainslie Street to the east, Imperial Lane to
the south, and Water Street to the west. The primary recommendations of the Plan are:
•
•
•

To conserve the historic building stock;
To strengthen the economic viability of the building stock;
To rehabilitate the upper floors for apartments and offices;
Galt Core Heritage Conservation District Study 14

•
•

To obtain financial assistance for property owners who renovate; and,
To foster excellence in building restoration work.

The Plan addresses the following: purpose of the plan; basic assumption; objectives of the Plan;
buildings plans; and implementation procedures. Given the small size of the district, the Plan presents
conservation guidelines for each of the buildings in the district, which is not typical of H.C.D. Plans
prepared more recently and for larger areas. Such plans typically provide general guidelines for
conservation of contributing buildings or resources. Textual policies are provided which present
guidance for the development of new buildings within the district. Textual guidelines for new signage
and parking are also included. Overall, the plan addresses conservation of physical fabric of the buildings
within the designated area and provides general guidance regarding how to integrate new buildings
within that area with respect to style, height, proportions, site locations, materials, textual, colour,
details, and scale. The major objectives of this plan are to upgrade the economic and social viability of
the block while retaining important historic features. As such, the Plan states that front and side
elevations are to be conserved in their original and historic state while the rear of the block shall be
developed using modern construction techniques. The Plan describes the rear of the block as unkempt
in use and appearance, considering this detrimental to revitalizing the use of the upper floors for offices
and apartments.
In achieving the objectives of the H.C.D. Plan, policies are described related to new buildings and
renovations to the rear of the block, signage, and parking.
Policies related to new building and renovations at the rear of the district block state that:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

a vernacular style of building using traditional building material is encouraged;
the building height should compliment the average building height of the district;
building of a suitable scale is encouraged that compliments the scale of the historic street;
the proportions of the building facade, windows and door openings should be based on good
design principles in keeping with the district;
the building should be located in a manner that reinforces the building composition of the
streetscape;
the predominant exterior building material should be brick and stone;
textured surfaces that compliment the human scale of the district such as wood and brick are
encouraged;
quiet natural colours of the period are encouraged; and,
period details including cornices, lintels, arches, quoins, brackets and fascias are encouraged.

Policies related to signage state that:
•
•

the traditional sign facades characterized by a projecting overhead entablature, brackets with a
fascia under should be preserved or rebuilt to match the original or similar;
signs should be mounted within the sign fascia and be sized accordingly to fit well and properly;
and,
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•

lettering should be sized and designed to enhance and not detract from the building and the
historic streetscape.

Policies related to parking state that:
•

an agreement should be prepared and adopted by the City and property owners to make
available car parking space for residents, both now and in the future in the district, to be located
in the car park to the south of the district.

City of Cambridge Zoning By-law 150-85 (as amended, consolidated 2012)
Section 1: Interpretation and Administration
A review of applicable zoning by-laws was conducted as they pertain to the Galt Core H.C.D. study area.
Map K10 (Figure 1) represents zone classes and symbols within the study area boundaries.

Figure 1: Zoning By-law 150-85 Map K10, Galt Core H.C.D. study area boundaries indicated in blue.
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The study area boundaries contain lands zoned:
•
•
•
•

Residential: R4, R5(CO), and RM3;
Commercial: C1RM1, C1RM1S.4.2.4, C1RM1M2, C1C5;
Institutional: N1; and,
Open Space: OS2

As described above, some of these designations are compounded (for instance, C1RM1). Lands which
contain compound zoning may be used for any purpose specified in Section 3 of the by-law as a use
permitted in each such zone, or for any combination of such use. Many of these designations contain the
“(F)” suffix, indicating the lands are within the Floodplain Management Special Policy Area. Further, 61
Ainslie Street contains the suffix S.4.2.4, which refers to an urban exception which permits an
amusement arcade use on the site. Table 1 presents zoning classifications and purposes in further detail,
including general regulations, permitted and prohibited uses, provisions for (CO) suffix zones, and
special regulations for hazard lands.
Table 1: Zone Classification and Purpose
Zone Class &
Purpose
Symbol
Residential

Primary (but not necessarily only) purpose for which the zone is
established

RM1

To accommodate apartment house and other multiple unit residential
buildings in the City Centre.

R4

To accommodate detached one family dwellings at varying urban
densities in areas where full public services are generally available.

R5

To accommodate detached one family dwellings at varying urban
densities in areas where full public services are generally available.

RM3

To accommodate apartment house and other multiple unit residential
buildings outside the Core Area.

Commercial

Primary (but not necessarily only) purpose for which the zone is
established

C1

To accommodate commercial uses in the City Centre.

C5

To accommodate automobile services stations and gas bars.

Institutional

Primary (but not necessarily only) purpose for which the zone is
established

N1

To accommodate educational, government and non-profit community
institutions, public hospitals, non-profit family crisis shelters, places of
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worship, children’s care facilities and non-profit service or social clubs
or fraternal societies.
Open Space

Primary (but not necessarily only) purpose for which the zone is
established

OS2

To accommodate major recreational uses.

Section 2: General Regulations Applicable in All Zones
Section 2.0 of the Zoning Bylaw contains general regulations applicable in all zones. Section 2.1 relates
to land use, where 2.1.1 contains uses permitted in all zones and 2.1.2 contains uses prohibited in all
zones. These uses are described in the Table 2below:
Table 2: Permitted and Prohibited Uses in All Zones
Uses
Description
Permitted Uses in All
Zones

•

•
•

•

Prohibited Uses in All
Zones

•
•
•
•
•

any purpose of the City, the Regional Municipality of
Waterloo, Government of Ontario or Government of Canada
or any department, agency, board of commission thereof
including Ontario Hydro and the Hydro-Electric Commission
of Cambridge and North Dumfries, or, any privately owned or
other public service utility, pipeline company or broadcasting
company or for any facility, other than administrative offices,
sales outlets, studios, garages, depots or yards of a privately
owned company;
for the purpose of providing private home day care in any
dwelling unit which is also used for residential occupancy;
for the purpose of providing living accommodation of a
bachelor or one bedroom dwelling unit only for a watchman
or caretaker in a building used or intended to be used for a
non-residential purpose in an N-class or M-class zone,
provided such dwelling unit is not located on the ground
floor of a building in a commercial use class zone;
for the purpose of making or operating a wayside pit or
wayside quarry pursuant to the Pits and Quarries Control Act
and regulations made thereunder;
for the purpose of providing a crisis intervention home.
any use which constitutes an offensive trade within the
meaning of the Public Health Act;
the use of tents, trailers, transport trailers, trucks, buses and
coach or streetcar bodies as living accommodation;
a stockyard or establishment for the sale or shipping of
livestock;
the incineration or disposal otherwise of biomedical wastes,
organic or inorganic chemical wastes, or radioactive wastes;
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Uses

Description

•

provided, however, that a mobile processing unit may be
used to decontaminate polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) at
sites for which the Ministry of the Environment has issued a
Certificate of Approval
any use, building or structure on lands to which regulations
made by the Grand River Conservation Authority pursuant to
the Conservation Authorities Act apply, where the Authority
has not approved the location of such use, building or
structure on such lands.

(CO) Suffix Zones (Dwellings Converted to Office Uses)
Section 2.1.7 contains provisions and regulations related to dwellings converted to office uses. This
suffix is applied to lands within the Galt Core H.C.D. study area located within the northeastern portion
of the area. Where this suffix is shown, a detached or semi-detached dwelling on these lands may be
converted and used for the purpose of a business or professional office, and not more than three
dwelling units may also be provided, subject to the following regulations:
•
•
•
•
•
•

each dwelling unit shall be self-contained with separate private access from the outside or
through a common hallway and shall have a separate private bathroom and kitchen;
not less than 40 square metres of residential floor area shall be provided in each dwelling unit;
not less than 40 square metres of floor area shall be provided for a business and professional
office;
off-street parking shall be provided for the office use in accordance with parking rates described
in the bylaw, and for the residential use at a rate of one parking space per dwelling unit;
planting strips and fencing shall be provided in accordance with section 2.4; and,
the other site development specifications of this by-law for the R-class or RS-class zone in which
the dwelling unit is located shall apply.

Accessory Uses, Buildings and Structures
Section 2.1.11.1 contains general regulations related to accessory uses, buildings and structures
permitted in any residential zone, which state:
•
•

•

no accessory building or structure shall be attached to the principal building nor located within
one metre of the principal building;
no free-standing accessory use, building or structure shall be erected or located:
o between the regulatory building line and street line;
o in an exterior side yard, closer to any street line than the minimum distance required by
this by-law for the exterior side yard;
o in an interior side yard or front yard, closer than 1.2 metres to the interior side lot line;
o in a rear yard which abuts a street, closer to the street line than the minimum distance
required by this by-law for an exterior side yard;
in a rear yard, closer than 0.6 m to an interior side lot line or rear lot line;
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•
•
•
•

accessory uses, buildings and structures shall not occupy a total area greater than 10% of the
area of the lot upon which such uses, buildings or structures are located;
the height of any accessory building or structure shall not exceed 4.5 metres and such accessory
building or structure shall not contain more than one storey;
no accessory building or structure shall be used for human habitation or for the purposes of a
home occupation specified in section 2.1.17;
no building or structure, including a garage or carport, shall be considered as an accessory
building or structure if it is attached in any way to the principal building.

Permitted Encroachments on Required Yards
Section 2.1.15 contains provisions related to permitted encroachments on required yards, which permits
encroachments which are open and unobstructed from the ground to the sky as described in Table 3
below:
Table 3: Permitted encroachments on required yards per structure
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Minimum setbacks from Specified Roads
Section 2.1.19 states that no building or structure shall be erected or located closer to the original
centreline of any street described in in the Table of Designated Road Allowances than the minimum
distance required by this by-law for a front yard, exterior side yard or rear yard, plus one-half of the
designated road allowance shown in the table. Roads within the Galt Core H.C.D. study area and their
allowances are described Table 4below:
Table 4: Minimum Setbacks from specified roads within the Galt Core H.C.D. study area
Road

From

To

Designated Road Allowance (metres)

Ainslie St. (24N)

Walnut St. (24)

Water St. N. (24)

20.117

Concession St. (97)

Richardson St.

Main St.

26.213

Main St.

Wellington St.

Water St. (24)

20.117

Parkhill Rd. (77)

George St. (42)

Ainslie St N. (24)

20.117

Water St. (24)

Myers Rd. (43)

Future Ainslie St.
extension

26.213

Water St. (24)

Future Ainslie St.
extension

Augusta St.

20.117

Wellington St.

Beverly St.

Main St.

20.117

Section 3 Zone Regulations
Residential Use Class Zones
Section 3.1 contains provisions and regulations applicable to all Residential (R) zones. Section 3.1.1.1
contains provisions related to building on separate lots, and states that: not more than one residential
building, exclusive of accessory buildings and structures, shall be erected on a lot in any R-class, RR-class
or RS-class zone.
Section 3.1.1.4 contains provisions related to Landscaped Areas in R zones, and states that:
•
•

not less than 30% of the total area of every lot in a residential use class zone shall be landscaped;
and,
not less than 45% of the area of the required or established front yard, whichever is less, in a
residential use class zone shall be maintained as landscaped open space and kept free of
accessory buildings, parking lots and access driveways and shall be provided in the established
front yard.
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Section 3.1.2 contains Regulations Applicable to Residential Use Class Zones. More specifically, Section
3.1.2.1 describes permitted uses. Table 5below illustrates permitted uses for the R zones located within
the Galt Core H.C.D. study area.
Table 5: Permitted Uses in Residential (R) zones
Zone Classification

Permitted Uses

R4 & R5

a detached one-family dwelling, a residential
special care facility

RM1 & RM3

a residential special care facility, attached onefamily dwellings (linear and cluster row houses),
a detached duplex dwelling, semi-detached
duplex dwellings (fourplexes), attached duplex
dwellings (linear and cluster), a detached triplex
dwelling, maisonettes, a mixed terrace, an
apartment house containing 4 or more dwelling
units

Institutional Use Class Zones
Section 3.2 contains provisions and regulations applicable to Institutional (N) zones. Section 3.2.1
describes permitted uses, where the N1 zone is permitted:
•
•
•
•
•
•

a university, college or private school;
an elementary or secondary school;
a correctional institution, court house, police station, fire hall or government office building;
a place of worship, day nursery or day care centre, non-profit service club, social club or fraternal
society, or non-profit community institution;
a municipal home for the aged or a municipal rest home; and.
a public hospital.

Section 3.2.2 contains site development specifications applicable to all N-Class zones, described in Table
6below:
Table 6: Site development specifications applicable to all N-Class Zones
Site Development Specifications Applicable to
All N-Class Zones

Provision

Minimum lot frontage

15 metres

Minimum lot area

450 square metres

Minimum front yard setback

6.0 metres
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Site Development Specifications Applicable to
All N-Class Zones

Provision

Minimum rear yard setback

7.5 metres

Minimum interior side yard setback

3.0 metres

Minimum exterior side yard setback

6.0 metres

Minimum setback abutting any R or RS zone

4.5 metres

Maximum Lot coverage

40% of lot area

Minimum landscaped open space

30% of lot area

Commercial Use Class Zones
Section 3.3 contains provisions and regulations applicable to Commercial (C) zones. Section 3.3.1
describes regulations applicable to all Commercial Zones.
Section 3.3.1.2 describes provisions related to Yards Required for Hotels and Motels, and states:
•

A minimum side or rear yard of 7.5 m shall be provided for any hotel or motel erected, located or
used in a commercial use class zone where:
o the principal entrance is obtained through such interior side yard or rear yard; and,
o the wall contains a window to a habitable room facing such interior side yard or rear yard.

Section 3.3.1.3 describes provisions related to Residential Uses in Commercial zones, and states that
dwelling units may be provided in a commercial building in C1 and C5 zones the following circumstances
only:
•
•
•
•

no dwelling unit is provided on the ground floor of the building;
(each dwelling unit so provided has a separate private entrance from the outside or a common
hallway;
the gross residential floor area of the commercial building does not constitute more than twothirds of the total gross floor area of the building; and,
minimum off-street parking facilities are provided for the exclusive use of residential tenants in a
ratio of one parking space for each dwelling unit.

Section 3.3.2 provides a detailed list of uses considered Retail Commercial Establishments and Service
Commercial Establishments permitted in the Commercial Zone. Section 3.3.3.1 describes permitted uses.
Table 7below illustrates permitted uses for the C zones located within the Galt Core H.C.D. study area:
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Table 7: Permitted Uses in Commercial (C) Zones
Zone
Classification

Permitted Uses

C1

any business and professional office, food services establishment including a cart,
laundry or dry cleaner’s establishment but not a dry cleaning plant, hotel or
motel, funeral home, service commercial establishments, place of amusement
except an amusement arcade, recreation centre, commercial recreation
establishment, shopping centre (subregional, neighbourhood, community, and
local), auto service mall, wholesale showroom and order office, a day nursery or
day care centre, any use permitted in the N1, N2, and N3 zones.

C5

an automobile service station or gas bar

Section 3.3.3.3 contains site development specifications applicable to C zones, described in Table
8below:
Table 8: Site Development Specifications applicable to C1 Zone
Site Development Specifications Applicable to
C1 Zone

Provision

Minimum lot frontage

n/a

Minimum lot area

n/a

Minimum front yard setback

n/a

Minimum rear yard setback

n/a

Minimum interior side yard setback

n/a

Minimum exterior side yard setback

n/a

Minimum setback abutting any R or RS zone

n/a

Maximum Lot coverage

n/a

Minimum landscaped open space

n/a

Minimum building height

In the shaded area on Map Z4, 6 metres. Map Z4
inserted below.

Open Space Use Class Zones
Section 3.5 contains provisions and regulations applicable to Open Space (OS) zones. Section 3.5.1
describes permitted uses, where the OS2 zone is permitted:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

major public or private non-commercial, multi-purpose sports or recreation facility;
zoological or botanical gardens;
a golf course (excluding miniature golf or a driving range);
a day nursery or daycare centre;
fairgrounds; an arboretum; and,
a public neighbourhood or community playground, playing field, or recreational facility.

Special Regulation for Hazard Lands
Section 2.1.8.1 contains provisions for the Floodplain Management Special Policy Area, as shown on
zoning Map Z3 (Figure 2). Lands within this area are indicated on Map K10 by the prefix “(F)”. Special
regulations pertaining to this land state that:
•
•
•
•

no new habitable room shall be provided at an elevation lower than the regulatory flood line;
no hospital, home for the aged, group home or domiciliary hostel shall be located on lands which
lie at an elevation more than one metre lower than the regulatory flood line;
no access to a hospital, home for the aged, group home or domiciliary hostel shall be provided at
an elevation lower than the regulatory flood line;
no bulk storage of dangerous, flammable, explosive, toxic, corrosive or buoyant materials shall
be provided at an elevation lower than the regulatory flood line.

Figure 2: Zoning By-law 150-85 Map Z3, Floodplain Policy Area, Galt Core H.C.D. study area boundary
indicated in blue.
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City of Cambridge Downtown Urban Design Guidelines (2013)
Guidelines for Heritage Character Buildings
Section 3.0 contains guidelines for Heritage Buildings. Section 3.2.1 contains guidelines relating to Height
which state:
•
•
•

additions to heritage buildings should be limited to no more than 2 storeys above the existing
height to a maximum of 5 storeys;
should approval be granted to build to a height of 5 storeys, the top storey should step back from
the bottom 4 storeys in order to minimize their visibility and shadow impacts; and,
parapets with or without cornice should not exceed 1.8 metres beyond the top of the building.

Section 3.2.2 contains guidelines related to Setbacks and Stepbacks, which state:
•
•
•

all buildings will be built to the street line to the same setback from front and rear property lines
as their neighbours;
setbacks on back lane structures should be 0-1m; and,
any addition built above 4 storeys to a maximum of 5 storeys should step back a minimum of 3m
from the storey beneath it in order to limit its visual impact on the streetscape.

Section 3.2.3 contains guidelines related to Ground Floor Façade and Store Front Façade Articulation,
and generally contain guidelines related to maintenance, repair, restoration, and cleaning of facades and
signage. Sections 3.2.4 though 3.2.7 contain guidelines related to Windows and Doors, Roofs, Materials,
and Cornices and Parapets, respectively. These guidelines generally apply to maintenance, restoration,
and replacement of the architectural details, and encourage retention and conservation of original
heritage features. Section 3.2.8 contains guidelines related to Rear Building Façade improvements,
promoting these as more active use spaces, encouraging their continued enhancement through lighting,
signage, and public realm upgrades, and by screening outdoor storage and loading areas, all
complementary to the building’s heritage character and features.
New Buildings and Infill: Guidelines related to Building Type
The document states that the majority of new development will be Mixed-Use buildings. Section 3.3.1
contains guidelines related to Mixed-Use Buildings, which state:
•
•
•
•
•

A 4.5 metre minimum floor-to-floor height (or equivalent to the adjacent property) is
recommended at street level;
Residential uses above the ground floor should have a floor-to-ceiling height of 2.75 metres
minimum;
At least 60% of the building frontage on the ground floor and at building base levels should be
glazed, with clear glass preferred over tinted glass and mirrored glass avoided at street level;
Building entrances should support retail uses and can be expressed and detailed in a variety of
ways, including large entry awnings, canopies or double-height glazing; and,
Surface parking should be located at the rear of the building.
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Section 3.3.2 contains guidelines related to Employment Buildings, which state:
•
•
•
•
•

Buildings shall address the principle public street but may incorporate setbacks that provide
attractive landscaping and tree planting;
The principle façades should incorporate large glazed areas and entrances;
Main entrances should be directly accessible from public sidewalks.
Surface parking areas should be located in the rear or side-yard, and should be well landscaped
and hidden from view; and,
Taller buildings should have a 3 to 4-storey building base, with stepbacks above the base
encouraged.

Section 3.3.3 contains guidelines related to Residential Buildings and encourage compact residential
built forms. More specifically, subsection 3.3.3.1 relates to Apartment Buildings, and states:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

taller apartment buildings should be designed to minimize shadows on adjacent properties;
a minimum 3.0 metre setback is recommended from the front property line where residential
units face main streets (arterial streets);
up to a 6.0 metre setback is recommended from the property line where residential units face
secondary streets (intersecting collector or local streets) at the intersection with main streets
(arterial streets);
a 3.0 metre landscaped buffer is required to enhance privacy between front entrances and the
public sidewalk;
individual unit entrances should be provided for at-grade units;
design elements should be used to break-up larger façades and express individual units;
balconies should be provided above the ground floor where possible, and be large enough to
function as amenity spaces; and,
semi-public mid-block walkways (minimum width of 3.0 metres) are encouraged within
apartment development blocks.

Subsection 3.3.3.2 relates to Townhouses, and states:
•
•
•
•
•

minimum front yard setback between 3-6 metres is recommended;
1.5 metres from the front property line should be a “no encroachment” zone, while the
remaining setback may contain non-habitable building elements (i.e., porches, steps, roof
elements);
Side-yard setbacks at end units should be a minimum of 1.5 metres;
Parking from townhouses should be provided from a rear lane or parking garage. Garages facing
the street are discouraged; and,
All vehicular access should be provided through a rear lane or parking structure.

New Buildings and Infill: General Guidelines
Section 3.4.1 contains guidelines related to Height which state:
•

Buildings should adhere to a 3-4 storey streetwall, stepping back to a maximum height of 5
storeys. Additional height may be accommodated if deemed appropriate; and,
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•

The streetwall of new buildings adjacent to a heritage building should be no more than 1 storey
greater than (4m max) its heritage neighbour and should not be less than 11 m overall height at
the street edge to a maximum of 5 storeys allowed.

Section 3.4.2 contains guidelines related to Setbacks and Stepbacks which state:
•
•
•
•
•

New buildings, or changes to existing buildings should match the established setback of its
adjacent buildings;
All new buildings and additions should be built to the front and side of the property line, unless
the adjacent heritage resource be set back;
Any level built above 4 storeys, to a maximum of 5 storeys, should step back a minimum of 3m;
Rear setbacks are not required, but can be permitted; and,
Larger setbacks may be permitted in order to provide added space for pedestrian access or an
outdoor public space such as a small courtyard or patio space.

Section 3.4.4 contains guidelines related to Façade Articulation, which state:
•
•
•
•

Buildings will typically be divided vertically into symmetrical façade units referred to as “bays”;
New buildings should maintain narrow bay widths in order to reinforce the rhythm of the historic
fabric;
Building facades will typically be divided horizontally into storeys that accommodate different
uses; and,
Facades may be demarcated through employing a variety of architectural design elements.

Section 3.4.5 contains guidelines related to Façade Composition, which state:
•
•
•
•
•

Ground Floor Portion should consist of: store front, primary entrances, taller height ceilings,
defined by lower cornice, and signage and lighting;
Middle Portion should consist of: two- to three-storeys, symmetrical windows, and intermediate
cornice,
Top Portion should consist of: upper cornice, and parapet;
New buildings should respect the rhythm of bay sizes of the heritage buildings; and,
The façade of new buildings should have cornice lines matching the height of its nearby heritage
structures.

Sections 3.4.6 through 3.4.8 contains policies related to windows, doors, roofs, building materials,
lighting, and other building features, and generally recommend new buildings and infill be reflective and
take cues from adjacent buildings and heritage context.
Section 3.5 contains guidelines related to Signage, with specific guidelines related to Heritage
Considerations, which state:
•
•

All vintage signs should be inventoried and protected;
New signage should be sympathetic to Downtown Galt’s heritage character;
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•
•
•
•

New secondary projecting signs should have a heritage character and should not impede
pedestrian circulation;
The installation of new signage on designated buildings should only result in reversible changes;
Use historic photographs, when available, to determine what styles and types of signage are
appropriate for that building; and,
Signage on heritage buildings should be limited to the sign band.

In summary, new building heights are limited to five storeys, with step backs incorporated above the
4th-storey. Additions atop heritage buildings should be no more than two storeys, to a maximum height
of five storeys, with step backs on upper storeys incorporated. Setbacks from lot lines should match the
adjacent context, and where no context exists, follow the setbacks prescribed in the guidelines.

City of Cambridge Main Street Urban Design Guidelines (2013)
Section 4.1 contains guidelines related to the Main Street Heritage. Within this section, the document
defers to guidelines found within the Main Street H.C.D. for the block. The document further identifies
heritage buildings located within the study area (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Heritage Properties within the Main Street Urban Design Guideline area
Guidelines for Designated and Listed Heritage Buildings
Section 4.2 contains guidelines related to designated and listed heritage buildings. More specifically,
Section 4.2.1 contains guidelines related to Height, which state:
•
•

additions to heritage buildings should be limited to no more than 2 storeys above the existing
height to a maximum of 5 storeys; and,
parapets with or without a cornice should not exceed 1.8m beyond the top of the building.

Section 4.2.2 contains guidelines related to Setbacks and Stepbacks which state:
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•
•
•
•

All buildings will be built to the street line to the same setback from front and rear property lines
as their neighbours;
Setbacks on back lane structures should be 0-1m;
Any addition built above 4 storeys to a maximum of 5 storeys should step back a minimum of 3m
from the storey beneath; and,
Should approval be granted to build to a height of 5 storeys, the top storey should step back
from the bottom 4 storeys.

Section 4.2.3 contains guidelines related to Ground Floor Façade and Store Front Façade Articulation,
and generally contains guidelines related to maintenance, repair, restoration, and cleaning of facades
and signage. Sections 4.2.4 though 4.2.7 contain guidelines related to Windows and Doors, Roofs,
Materials, and Cornices and Parapets, respectively. These guidelines generally apply to maintenance,
restoration, and replacement of the architectural details, and encourage retention and conservation of
original heritage features. Section 4.2.8 contains guidelines related to Rear Building Façade
improvements, promoting these as more active use spaces, encouraging their continued enhancement
through lighting, signage, and public realm upgrades, and by screening outdoor storage and loading
areas, all complementary to the buildings heritage character and features.
Guidelines for New Buildings and Infill within the Heritage Context
Section 4.3 contains guidelines for new buildings and infill within the heritage context. More specifically,
Section 4.3.1 contains guidelines related to Height which state:
•
•
•

A three to four storey streetwall should be adhered to, stepping back to a maximum height of 5
storeys, while additional height may be accommodated if deemed appropriate;
The streetwall of new buildings adjacent to a recognized heritage building should be no more
than 1 storey greater than (4m max) its heritage neighbour and should not be less than 11 m
overall height at the street edge; and,
As with additions to heritage structures, a maximum of five storeys would be allowed, but must
be set back 3m from the building street face for every additional storey.

The majority of new buildings and infill in the Main Street Area will be Mixed-Use Buildings. Section 4.3.2
contains guidelines for Mixed-Use Buildings, which state:
•
•
•
•
•

A 4.5 metre minimum floor-to-floor height (or equivalent to the adjacent property) is
recommended at street level;
Residential uses above the ground floor should have a floor-to-ceiling height of 2.75 metres
minimum;
At least 60% of the building frontage on the ground floor and at building base levels should be
glazed, with clear glass preferred over tinted glass and mirrored glass to be avoided at the street
level;
Building entrances should support retail uses and can be expressed and detailed in a variety of
ways, including large entry awnings, canopies or double-height glazing; and,
Surface parking should be located at the rear of the building.
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Section 4.3.3 contains guidelines related to Setbacks and Stepbacks which state:
•
•
•
•
•

New buildings, or changes to existing buildings should match the established setback of its
adjacent buildings;
All new buildings and additions should be built to the front and side of the property line, unless
the adjacent heritage resource be set back;
Any level built above four storeys, to a maximum of five storeys, should step back a minimum of
3m;
Rear setbacks are not required, but can be permitted; and,
Larger setbacks may be permitted in order to provide added space for pedestrian access or an
outdoor public space such as a small courtyard or patio space.

Section 4.3.5 contains guidelines related to Façade Composition, which state:
•
•
•
•
•

Ground Floor Portion should consist of: store front, primary entrances, taller height ceilings,
defined by lower cornice, and signage and lighting;
Middle Portion should consist of: two- to three-storeys, symmetrical windows, and intermediate
cornice,
Top Portion should consist of: upper cornice, and parapet;
New buildings should respect the rhythm of bay sizes of the heritage buildings; and,
The façade of new buildings should have cornice lines matching the height of its nearby heritage
structures.

Sections 4.3.6 through 4.3.11 contains policies related to windows, doors, roofs, building materials,
lighting, and other building features, and generally recommend new buildings and infill be reflective and
take cues from adjacent buildings and heritage context.
Section 4.4 contains guidelines related to Signage, with specific guidelines related to Heritage
Considerations, which state:
•
•
•
•
•
•

All vintage signs should be inventoried and protected;
New signage should be sympathetic to Downtown Galt’s heritage character;
New secondary projecting signs should have a heritage character and should not impede
pedestrian circulation;
The installation of new signage on designated buildings should only result in reversible changes;
Use historic photographs, when available, to determine what styles and types of signage are
appropriate for that building; and,
Signage on heritage buildings should be limited to the sign band.
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Appendix B: Consultant Public Engagement Meeting Records
Public Information Centre Session #1
February 8, 2021 6:00PM – 8:00PM
General Session from 6:00PM – 7:00PM
The first Public Consultation Session for the Galt Core Heritage Conservation District (H.C.D.) Study
occurred using an online platform on February 8, 2021 from 6:00PM till 8:00PM.
In attendance from the City of Cambridge included:
Abraham Plunkett-Latimer (APL), Senior Heritage Planner
Elaine Brunn Shaw (EBS), Chief Planner
Deanne Friess (DF), Manager of Development Planning
In attendance from the Consultant Team included:
Rebecca Sciarra (RS), Consultant Project Manager, ASI
Kristina Martens (KM), Lead Cultural Heritage Specialist, ASI
Laura Wickett (LW), Survey and Evaluation Lead, ASI
Ute Maya-Giambattista (UMG), Public Engagement Lead and Planning Lead, Fotenn Planning + Design
Nathan Petryshyn (NP), Planner, Fotenn Planning + Design
APL opened the meeting shortly after 6:00PM.
UMG introduced the session and procedure, including how to use the WebEx platform, indicating the
session is recorded, and reminding participants of the purpose of the consultation session.
APL shared a presentation by the City to introduce the project background, H.C.D. process, 101, F.A.Q.s,
etc. The presentation highlighted demonstrated examples of opportunities and successes associated
with the establishment of Heritage Conservation Districts.
APL opened up the conversation to participants in a Q&A session from 6:30PM till approximately
6:55PM. The questions asked by participants in attendance focused on a range of themes:
•
•
•
•
•

Financial incentives for restoring buildings.
Whether an H.C.D. Plan applies to interiors and if property owners will be required to restore to
a historical period.
Timelines for creating and implementing a prospective H.C.D. and how in-progress development
applications are being managed.
Whether an H.C.D. Plan would address heights of new infill and property standards.
H.C.D. to address relationship between the downtown and the river.
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Breakout Room #1: 7:00PM – 7:45PM
Facilitators:
Rebecca Sciarra, Consultant Project Manager, ASI
Elaine Brunn Shaw, Chief Planner, City of Cambridge
Nathan Petryshyn, Planner, Fotenn Planning + Design
6 Participants
Question #1 and Map #1: Identify special places, parks, streets and buildings in the Study Area. Why are
the special?
The below map shows annotations made to the H.C.D. Study Area map during the consultation Breakout
Session (Figure 4). Annotations represent discussions which occurred in reference to some of the
annotations seen here.

Figure 4: H.C.D. Study Area map annotated during breakout session.
Participants noted the following “special places” with discussion within and adjacent to the Study Area:
• Amphitheatre – along the Grand River
• A house on Water Street – was previously a hair salon and synagogue
• The Grand River – this is a heritage designated River
• The Eatery and Art Gallery
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Armoury Building
Carnegie Library
The complex/area/square defined by the Idea Exchange/Old Post Office, rears of buildings
fronting on Main between Water and Highway 24
The Farmers’ Market
Branch 121
The Mainstreet viewshed
Great heritage bones: old post office, School of Architecture, churches

Participants generally discussed the importance of the low-rise atmosphere as key character elements.
Question #2 and Map #2: Are there buildings and streetscapes in the Study Area that do not reflect Galt’s
character, charm, and sense of place?
The below map shows annotations made to the H.C.D. Study Area Map during the consultation Breakout
Session (Figure 5). Annotations represent discussions which occurred in reference to some of the
annotations seen here.

Figure 5: H.C.D. Study Area map annotated during breakout session.
Participants noted the following buildings, streetscapes and characteristics which do not reflect Galt’s
character, charm, and sense of place with discussion within and adjacent to the Study Area:
• The Giant Tiger, specifically the signage which detracts from the character of the area
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Development across from the Giant Tiger representative as out of context or unsympathetic
Commercial signage can be impactful
Thyssen block representing the 1960s evolution of Galt, an example of “filling in” during post-war
periods
Scotia Bank
Subway restaurant
Shopper’s sign and entrance to Core

Participants discussed a sympathetic set of design guidelines, specifically consistent with and respecting
heights. Participants indicated that height limits are essential and need to be maintained.
Question #3 and Map #3: Draw what you see as being the boundary of the historical core of Galt.
The below map shows annotations made to the H.C.D. Study Area Map during the consultation Breakout
Session (Figure 6). Annotations represent discussions which occurred in reference to some of the
annotations seen here.

Figure 6: H.C.D. Study Area map annotated during breakout session.
As annotated on the above map, participants noted potential expansion to the Study Area Boundary,
particularly to the west across the Grand River overlapping with the Dickson Hill Heritage Conservation
District. Two eastern expansions were discussed including:
• Expansion of the boundary along Park Hill Road to the west, and south along George Street
(indicated in Green)
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•

Expansion of the boundary along Park Hill Road and Concession Street to the west, south along
Grand Avenue (indicated in Red).

Participants discussed the importance of views across the Grand River, a boundary inclusive of the views
of churches.
General Discussion
Among conversations occurring relating to the mapping exercises, participants generally discussed other
ideas about character and objectives, including:
• The need for clear vision setting for the growth that is coming and integral to Galt’s future
• Is height and materiality necessarily prescriptive, i.e., no tall buildings and no steel?
• Emphasis on need for consistent, sympathetic and respectful design principles
• Height prescription is key to heritage conservation in Galt
Breakout Room #2: 7:00PM – 7:45PM
Facilitators:
Kristina Martens, Lead Cultural Heritage Specialist, ASI
Deanne Friess, Manager of Development Planning, City of Cambridge
5 Participants:
Question #1 and Map #1: Identify special places, parks, streets and buildings in the Study Area. Why are
the special?
The below map shows annotations made to the H.C.D. Study Area Map during the consultation Breakout
Session (Figure 7). Annotations represent discussions which occurred in reference to some of the
annotations seen here.
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Figure 7: H.C.D. Study Area map annotated during breakout session.
Participants noted the following “special places” with discussion within and adjacent to the Study Area:
• Old Galt Library
• Historic City Hall Clock Tower
• Churches
• Queen Square buildings and churches
• Old Post Office
• Main Street buildings
• The Building at the corner of Main and Water (northeast corner)
• Bank of Commerce (Southeast corner Main and Water)
• Scott Building on Water St. S.
• South of Main fronting on Water St. S. and backing on the river
• Stone Cottage on Water St. S., backing onto River
• Mill Race Park
• Waterfront between all three bridges
• Wesley United Church
• Ainslie Street buildings from Dickson to the Armory
• Black Badger
• School of Architecture
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•
•

Views along the river
Farmers’ Market building

Question #2 and Map #2: Are there buildings and streetscapes in the Study Area that do not reflect Galt’s
character, charm, and sense of place?
The below map shows annotations made to the H.C.D. Study Area Map during the consultation Breakout
Session (Figure 8). Annotations represent discussions which occurred in reference to some of the
annotations seen here.

Figure 8: H.C.D. Study Area map annotated during breakout session.
Participants noted the following buildings, streetscapes and characteristics which do not reflect Galt’s
character, charm, and sense of place with discussion within and adjacent to the Study Area:
• Scotia Bank at northwest corner of Main and Ainslie
• Water Street brown building
• Food Basics
• Giant Tiger
• BMO building on north side of Main Street between Water and Ainslie
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Question #3 and Map #3: Draw what you see as being the boundary of the historical core of Galt.
The participants in this breakout room did not have enough time to fully discuss this question, however
one participant noted the Dam north of Park Hill Road bridge could be included.
Breakout Room #3: 7:00PM – 7:45PM
Facilitators:
Laura Wickett, Survey and Evaluation Lead, ASI
Abraham Plunkett-Latimer, Senior Heritage Planner, City of Cambridge
5 Participants
Question #1 and Map #1: Identify special places, parks, streets and buildings in the Study Area. Why are
the special?
Participants noted the following “special places” with discussion within and adjacent to the Study Area,
however did not use map annotations for this discussion:
• Warnock Street worker’s houses. Should be non-vehicular like Hess Village with everyone
walking around and clubs and restaurants.
• Centennial Park because it frames the east side of Main Street. Was “High View Park.”
• Stone and brick buildings
• Everything south of Park Hill Road Bridge. i.e., the ruins.
• The rear side of Main Street [Imperial Lane] and working-class side of things, including the views
and vistas
• A participant noted everything on the River should be protected.
• Participants noted they would like to see concentrations of resources conserved, particularly
adjacent to Main Street.
• Everything within several hundred feet of Water and Main and Ainslie and Main are important.
Chunks where you can see past.
• Wellington Street
• Stone buildings on north side of Main Street
• Cottages along Water Street
• Pockets along Cambridge Street, including the former town hall, stone and brick mix along
Cambridge Street
• Area south of the Park Hill bridge.
Participants noted concern about water views being obstructed and would like to see everything that
backs onto the river protected.
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Question #2 and Map #2: Are there buildings and streetscapes in the Study Area that do not reflect Galt’s
character, charm, and sense of place?
Participants noted the following buildings, streetscapes and characteristics which do not reflect Galt’s
character, charm, and sense of place with discussion within and adjacent to the Study Area, however did
not use map annotations for this discussion:
• Bus terminal, problematic beside small cottages.
• Vacant spots on river
• BF Goodrich
• Scotiabank
• Stuff behind bus station
• Cambridge Place
• Grocery Store [95 Water Street N?]
• 151 Main Street
Participants then discussed Opportunities which exist within the Study Area
• Parking lot between LA Franks
• Levee brought out flat to the street, could have field on top like Quebec City with parking
underneath. It would be non-intrusive.
• Galt Amphitheatre and properties along there. Water access is important. It’s protected already
but needs to be strengthened.
• Interested in moving it on there across from 73 water street n 70s monster 6 stories
• The most important thing is the views. The church steeples are really important. There should be
opportunities for them to access funds.
• The water is important, including the views and vistas. West Galt is sitting in a little bowl is very
important for views and vistas.
• Could do something like downtown Guelph where nothing obstructs the view of Church of our
lady. Nothing should obstruct a steeple.
• Areas for potential include Dickson Bowl, next to Armoury
• Cambridge Place could be interesting. Complements the idea of underground parking with
greenspace. We want to encourage people to want to be there.
Question #3 and Map #3: Draw what you see as being the boundary of the historical core of Galt.
Participants were asked to discuss the proposed boundary of the Galt H.C.D. Study (Figure 9).
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Figure 9: H.C.D. Study Area map annotated during breakout session.
•

Include everything below the hill as part of downtown core, the river valley. There are amazing
places there. If we’re not doing more studies, then there are areas just outside the study area
that should be conserved, i.e., Shade Street.

The group did not complete this discussion due to time constraints.
Wrap Up of Public Consultation Session #1 – 7:45PM – 8:00PM
Participants and facilitators reviewed discussions from the Breakout Rooms, and the session concluded
at 8:00PM.
Due to time constraints in breakout sessions, participants were encouraged to respond to the online
survey on Engage Cambridge or provide any further comments to APL.
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Public Information Centre #2
June 10, 2021 6:00 to 8:00 pm
Session Introduction and Opening Presentation
The session commenced with the consultant team welcoming attendees, with opening remarks from
Councillors Jan Liggett and Pam Wolf and an overview of the agenda by the consultant team.
The session began with a power point presentation by the consultant team addressing the following
items:
•
•
•
•
•

Overview of engagement to date, including informal sessions;
Summary of significant time periods and themes;
Summary of heritage evaluation results;
Key excerpts from Statement of Significance; and
The proposed H.C.D. boundary.

A short question and answer session followed, where the consultant team discussed curated questions
based on feedback received to date on the recommended boundary, questions from other sessions, and
questions directly posed to the City throughout the process.
Following this, the session format shifted to three breakout rooms to allow to allow attendees more
time to participate in a guided discussion. During the breakout sessions, each group were presented
slides which:
•
•
•

Presented a map showing boundary of proposed H.C.D. along with existing Main Street H.C.D. &
Dickson Hill H.C.D.;
Added a layer showing existing building footprints of buildings built between 1840 and 1939; and
Added a layer showing viewsheds into and out off the proposed district, including;
o View along Main St westward across bridge to Queen’s Square as identified throughout
consultations; and,
o Views along the river to and from the bridges as well as views of historic City Hall.

With the final map layers remaining on screen for reference and annotation, participants were asked to
respond to and discuss the following questions:
•
•
•
•

Does the boundary encompass all of the important places (buildings, open spaces, views) that
are important to the identity of Downtown Galt? Is there anything missing?
Are there parts of the proposed boundary that you think need to be enlarged or reduced?
Should the Main Street H.C.D. be consolidated into the new H.C.D.?
What do you think about extending the boundary into portions of the Dickson Hill H.C.D.?

These questions guided more focused discussions related to the presentation, while map annotation
allowed a visual component to correspond with the discussions. It should be noted that although
available, only Breakout Room #2 utilized the map annotation tool during the session. A summary of
each breakout session is described below.
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Breakout Room #1
Facilitation/Note Taking: Laura Wickett (ASI), Abraham Plunkett Latimer (City of Cambridge)
8 Participants
Participants were asked:
•
•

Does the boundary encompass all of the important places (buildings, open spaces, views) that
are important to the identity of Downtown Galt? Is there anything missing?
Are there parts of the proposed boundary that you think need to be enlarged or reduced?

Participants noted that they understood and are supportive of the proposed Galt Core H.C.D. boundaries
described on the map, however believed it could be expanded to include some key places and spaces
including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The residential areas to the north and south of the boundary
Queen’s Square and churches (west of the river), where participants noted these spaces as
centrally location and a focused area for community
Inclusion of properties along Grand Avenue, Salisbury Street, and George Street
Inclusion of the Old Mill and Park Hill Dam are highly important
Queen’s Square
Extending the boundary west across the river

Participants reflected on the importance of specific spaces and discussed how they might be included in
the H.C.D. area, specifically residential areas to the north and the south of the proposed boundaries.
Facilitator responded by stating that the H.C.D. is only one tool to consider and that other tools could be
utilized when considering these areas. Further, the proposed boundaries provide a more cohesive
district and area of focus.
Participants discussed some properties they have identified as not contributing to the H.C.D. including:
•
•
•

The Bus Station (questioned why the property is included)
Food Basics (not located within the proposed boundary)
Cambridge Place (not located within the proposed boundary)

It was explained that some of these “non-contributing” areas create opportunities for future
improvement, and by including them they would be subject to future guidelines which would encourage
sympathetic development.
Participants shifted the conversation to discuss how the future L.R.T. might impact the H.C.D., where it
was explained that the location of the major transit station at Bruce Street may have an indirect impact
on the H.C.D. as a portion of the district would be included within the boundaries of the Major Transit
Station Area, which sets out targets for density and the district will be required to accommodate that
density appropriately. One participant noted that a height restriction might be considered.
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Participants were asked:
•
•

Should the Main Street H.C.D. be consolidated into the new H.C.D.?
What do you think about extending the boundary into portions of the Dickson Hill H.C.D.?

Participants noted that consolidating the Main Street H.C.D. into the proposed H.C.D. would make sense
to avoid confusion between two plans in the same district. Participants agreed that including part of the
Dickson Hill H.C.D. within the Galt Core H.C.D. is logical (as described by the dashed line on the map),
noting the importance of spaces west along Main Street, including Queen’s Square and properties along
the western side of the river. Many participants considered properties east of the river as part of the
Downtown core, while some noted the natural split with the landscape and topography. Participants
believed new, stronger protections for a consolidated district is important, and that consolidation may
allow for more efficient management of heritage resources by accounting for any differences between
the plans. It was noted that the final outcome of the Main Street H.C.D. and the Dickson Hill H.C.D. were
still to be determined. It was described that the process may involve de-designating all or part of the
Dickson Hill and Main Street H.C.D.s in order to integrate them into a new plan.
Some concerns were raised regarding how a H.C.D. might affect private properties, particularly related
to property values and potential restrictions around changes or alterations to a property.
The breakout room discussion concluded with participants in agreement that the Main Street H.C.D.
area and part of the Dickson Hill H.C.D. area could be included in the proposed boundary, and remarks
from Deputy Mayor Reid expressing the importance of this engagement session and public feedback.
Breakout Room #2
Facilitation/Note Taking: Rebecca Sciarra (ASI), Nathan Petryshyn (Fotenn Planning + Design), Deanne
Friess (City of Cambridge)
6 Participants
Participants were asked:
•
•

Does the boundary encompass all of the important places (buildings, open spaces, views) that
are important to the identity of Downtown Galt? Is there anything missing?
Are there parts of the proposed boundary that you think need to be enlarged or reduced?

While some participants agreed with the proposed boundaries, many participants believe the
boundaries should be enlarged and expanded to include many areas within the original study area and
other key places outside of the original study area (Figure 10), including:
•
•
•
•

Boundary could be expanded to Park Hill Road to include residential area to the northeast,
particularly properties along Cambridge Street and Wellington Street
Boundary could be expanded south to Concession Street
Boundary could be expanded west to include Queen’s Square and properties through to George
Street (in Dickson Hill)
The Cambridge Mill and the Park Hill Dam
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•
•
•
•

The Legion Building
Ray Electric Building
A property on Water Street (former synagogue)
Properties and spaces in East Galt, including:
o Centennial Park
o The view along Main Street from Centennial Park (looking west)
o Shade Street and Kerr Street could be included in the proposed boundaries
o A property at Maple Ridge Road and Harris Street (former farm)

Participants discussed including East Galt in the H.C.D. boundaries and expressed interest in expanding
the study area and proposed boundaries to the east. It was noted by a City of Cambridge staff member
that an East Galt H.C.D. study is being considered as part of a separate process. Participants generally
expressed support for the sightlines and views described in the proposed boundaries.
Due to time limits, there was little discussion about if the Main Street H.C.D. or the Dickson Hill H.C.D.
should be included as part of the proposed boundaries, however some participants mentioned support
for this during the discussion. Participants expressed interest in including both public and private
properties in H.C.D. areas.

Figure 10: H.C.D. Study Area and Recommended Boundary map annotated during breakout session.
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Breakout Room #3
Facilitation/Note Taking: Kristina Martens (ASI), Matthew Blevins (City of Cambridge)
6 Participants
Participants were asked:
•
•

Does the boundary encompass all of the important places (buildings, open spaces, views) that
are important to the identity of Downtown Galt? Is there anything missing?
Are there parts of the proposed boundary that you think need to be enlarged or reduced?

Participants generally agreed that the boundary could be expanded to include properties and spaces
including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cambridge Mill
L.A. Frank’s Area (Mill Race Park)
Grand River (both edges) is highly important, including the trails on either side
Stone cottages and housing built with the Galt Knitting Company
Remnants of the Royal Hotel
Cambridge Sculpture Garden
Ray Electric property

Specific boundaries discussed included:
•
•
•
•
•

Boundary could be expanded to include the river edge on both sides, Dickson Park to the north
(but not beyond James Street), and Concession Street to the south
Boundary could be expanded south to Walnut Street
Boundary could be expanded to the rail bridge to the north and Concession Street Bridge to the
south
Boundary could include properties west of the Grand River bounded by Park Hill to the north, St
Andrews Street to the south, and George Street to the west
Boundary expansions to the east and west were discussed and supported.

It was noted that the Food Basics grocery store could be excluded from the boundary, should it be
expanded. Some participants noted that a smaller boundary may be beneficial in protecting heritage
assets, and a large boundary might make it hard to protect the entire area. However, many participants
agreed with a larger boundary. The importance of greenspaces and natural features, including both sides
of the Grand River, were noted by participants as features to protect. Some concerns were expressed
related to Cambridge Mill development proposal.
Participants were asked:
•
•

Should the Main Street H.C.D. be consolidated into the new H.C.D.?
What do you think about extending the boundary into portions of the Dickson Hill H.C.D.?
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Participants were supportive of including the Main Street H.C.D. and Dickson Hill H.C.D. in the proposed
boundary, with further support for stronger implementation and cohesive guidelines for all areas.
Participants expressed interest in identifying additional streetscape features in addition to significant
buildings. It was also noted that the Main Street H.C.D. could be expanded west across the Grand River
to George Street.
Some participants expressed concerns related to procedural gaps in consolidating these and discussed
the need for programs and protections that might be implemented, supporting strict guidelines and
rules to conserve heritage resources. Interest was expressed in further reviewing development occurring
in the area.
Post-Breakout Room Wrap-up Discussion
The breakout session groups gathered during the final portion of the session to present discussions from
their respective groups. Participants presented summaries of the discussion that occurred in their
groups to everyone in attendance. Participants noticed similarities between their discussions related to
expanded boundaries, specific places and spaces of importance, and how existing H.C.D.s might be
managed.
The session concluded with closing remarks from the consultant team, explaining how the information
gathered would be used, the next steps of the process, and thanking all participants for their
contributions.
Follow Up Comments
Following the Public Information Session, a recording of the session was posted on YouTube to allow
those unable to attend to participate in the discussions. Follow up comments were received from
residents and property owners by email and telephone, summarized below:
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Several members of the public provided feedback in support of an expanded H.C.D. boundary.
Several members of the public expressed support for the boundaries and the extension to the
west into Dickson Hill, to the north to see the inclusion of the Cambridge Mill, and south along
Water Street.
Several members of the public expressed support for expanding boundaries north to include
both sides of Park Hill Road, and as far east as Centennial Park.
A member of the public suggested the boundaries expand west as far as Brant Road in Dickson
Hill.
A member of the public suggested the H.C.D. boundary be expanded as far south as Myers Road.
Several members of the public expressed concern related to new development and the proposed
H.C.D. boundaries and expressed support for an H.C.D. Plan to protect heritage and ensure
sympathetic development occurs in the area.
Members of the public expressed concern related to the impact of development, noise, and
traffic on wildlife along the Grand River and in the area.
Several members of the public expressed the need for Indigenous interests related to the Grand
River to be considered.
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•

•

•
•
•

•

•

A property owner expressed general disagreement with the proposed H.C.D., stating that it may
not be the most effective tool in protecting heritage and may be too restrictive, however stated
that should an H.C.D. Plan be pursued, they:
o Expressed support for the smaller proposed H.C.D. boundaries;
o Agreed with the rationale to exclude areas (as outlined in the report);
o Disagreed that designation may increase property values; and
o Discussed the importance of consulting with the development community throughout the
H.C.D. process.
A representative from the Grand River Conservation Authority (G.R.C.A.) raised questions related
to implications of the H.C.D. on the G.R.C.A., specifically related to approvals and identified a
need for on-going engagement/information sharing.
A property owner would like to see more research related to impacts on property values, and
disagrees with the notion that these values would increase from an H.C.D. Plan.
A member of the public raised questions related to densities described by the Zoning By-law and
development in the area.
A member of the public expressed disappointment in the existing conditions of the Downtown
Core, and suggested relocating programs and services away from Downtown, and enforcing
property standards on abandoned buildings to revitalize the area.
A member of the public discussed expanding the proposed boundaries from Ainslie Street to Galt
Collegiate on the east side, and from Crombie Street to the rail bridge on the west side. They
further expressed support for including Queen’s Square, the Cenotaph, parks, churches, bridges
and the Cambridge Mill within the boundaries, and expressed concern around the development
at the Cambridge Mill site.
Members of the Cambridge Municipal Heritage Advisory Committee (M.H.A.C.) provided
feedback related to the boundaries, including:
o Support was expressed to include the Cambridge Mill property (and other mills).
o Support was expressed to extend the boundary to both sides of the Grand River and
include important structures such as McDougall Cottage, Southworks, and the School of
Architecture.
o Expand the Main Street H.C.D. area to the entire Main Street, including both east and
west of the Grand River, and implement additional protections as a stand-alone H.C.D.
plan.
o A member prepared a map illustrating what they believe may be appropriate boundaries
for both the Main Street H.C.D. and the proposed boundaries of the Galt Core H.C.D.,
below, where the Main Street H.C.D. would act as “the core of the core”, while the
proposed Galt Core H.C.D. boundaries would capture the commercial, industrial, and
residential pattern of the broader area.
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Property Owners Meeting #1 – Galt Core H.C.D. Study
Wednesday March 10, 2021, 3:30PM – 5:00PM
Introduction
Hosts and Facilitators
•
•
•
•
•

Abraham Plunkett Latimer – APL, City of Cambridge
Rebecca Sciarra – RS, ASI
Kristina Martens – KM, ASI
Ute Maya-Giambattista – UMG, Fotenn
Nathan Petryshyn – NP, Fotenn

Session Open
Abraham and Ute welcome participants to the session.
Rebecca introduces the Objectives of the Meeting
•
•
•

Share information (what is an H.C.D., what does it mean, etc.?)
Who are you? Questions? Concerns? What brought you to this meeting?
What do you Value? What is your relationship to the area?

Abe presents the Galt Core H.C.D. Study (see slides), to cover 4 main topics
•
•
•
•

What is an H.C.D.?
Why Designate a District?
What is the property owners’ role in guiding the H.C.D.?
Are there other implications for property owners?

Initial Questions and Participant Introductions
RS opens the session for discussion around:
•
•
•

What brought you here today?
What are your thoughts about the H.C.D. Study?
What would you like to get out of the session?

The following themes were raised as part of this discussion:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Supports heritage in Galt and protection of buildings
How will the H.C.D. be implemented and enforced
Identification of enforcement issues and property-standard issues within Main Street H.C.D.
Supportive of an H.C.D. but City needs to implement and support property owners through
applicant process
Heritage an asset to support economic development and intensification
Concerns that development and investment will decline due to restrictions imposed by an H.C.D.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Concerns about downtown becoming a ‘museum’; conservation needs to be flexible and
adaptive
Desire to animate the downtown with more people – intensification as an important part of
economic development and conservation
Need for incentives to existing property owners and potential investors
Property owners need support on how to best conserve features of their buildings. The Main
H.C.D. Plan is not highly detailed.
Property owners want to know how an H.C.D. will change anything and have a positive impact on
revitalizing the downtown core.
Desire to better understand what an H.C.D. Plan looks like and what it means for property
owners
Values the history and heritage fabric of downtown
An H.C.D. can be supported if it’s shown to encourage and support intensification in the
downtown and ‘upping the level’ of the Downtown core.
Various questions about how the City implements heritage permits and would do so in a larger
H.C.D.
Consistent comments around the need to balance and coordinate planning in the downtown to
ensure that conservation and intensification are mutually beneficial.

S.W.O.T Analysis and Discussion
Based on the discussion above, a facilitator of the meeting (KM) summarized what participants verbal
feedback and organized as Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Constraints in Downtown
Cambridge Galt Core, specifically as it relates to the Galt Core H.C.D. study area (Figure 11). These
characteristics are described below.
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Figure 11: Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Constraints Discussion from the Property Owner
Session #1
Strengths
• Heritage is appealing as a consumer; it contributes to small town feel
• Want the area to attract top employees through effective management of heritage and historical
identity
Weaknesses
• Downtown is missing the vitality and spirit that is in the historic photos
• Is not a safe environment for employees
• Businesses are open from 11 – 4
Opportunities
• Would support an H.C.D. with active participation from the City
• What happens with Part IV designations in an H.C.D.?
• Which Guidelines/which era to respect?
• Issues regarding the houses, what is an H.C.D. going to bring to the Downtown?
• Desire to “up” the level of the downtown core
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•
•

As someone invested in the Downtown (Main Street) feels there is a need to bring buildings back
to former glory (i.e., 15 Main Street)
Part of the Main Street H.C.D. is falling apart since designation and who takes responsibility for
this What is the City’s role here?

Constraints
• How are there not going to be additional roadblocks?
• Concerned about turning the area into a museum because of an H.C.D. designation.
• As an employer in the Downtown Core, people may not be eager to purchase property where an
H.C.D. is in place due to perception of constraints
• How is an H.C.D. going to make a difference?
• What are the expectations?
• What is designation and what does it mean?
RS and UMG discuss H.C.D.’s and what they might look like in terms of implementation and scope,
including coordination of a potential H.C.D. Plan with the current City planning around intensification
and transit in the downtown.
Study Area Boundary and Property Discussion
RS opens discussion of the Study Area, and the boundary (KM annotating map). Participants were asked
the following questions.
•
•
•

Are there strengths and assets in this area?
What are key assets in this area? Buildings? Landmarks?
Are there some not included in this area?

The map below contains annotations based on the following discussion (Figure 12).
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Figure 12: Map of the Galt Core H.C.D. Study area with annotations showing important spaces and places,
and properties which may not contribute to the Galt Core H.C.D. Study.
Other Features and Themes Identified During Discussion:
• Queens Square is important in this area
• Tiger Brand Building is a key property that supports the character of the area.
• Florsheim Shoes Development, south of Concession Street, believes the façade is original and is a
heritage asset.
• Existing and potential public art
• Old City Hall, Fire Hall, New City Hall, Farmers’ Market, and the relationships between them
• The Food Basics and Cambridge Place are not contributing properties (feel like these are on an
island).
• City Hall block area is a contributing mix of architecture (i.e., Post Office).
• Queens Square (the beacon which looks into the Core area)
• Opposite side of the River, why are these not a part of the district?
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•

•

Property to the north across Park Hill Road (at Water St Intersection) could contribute to the
study.
52 Ainslie Street (cottage) as an asset
North along Cambridge Street headed to Park Hill Road
o Near where City Hall, this feels more “industrial looking” and small houses there
o Not sure of the heritage value here
Nice houses on Colborne Street between Cambridge and Ainslie

Session Wrap Up and Conclusion.
Summary of next steps and technical components occurring and future ways to engage and share
feedback.

Property Owners Meeting #2 – Galt Core H.C.D. Study
Wednesday March 10, 2021, 6:00PM – 7:30PM
Introduction
Hosts and Facilitators
•
•
•
•
•

Abraham Plunkett Latimer – APL, City of Cambridge
Rebecca Sciarra – RS, ASI
Kristina Martens – KM, ASI
Ute Maya-Giambattista – UMG, Fotenn
Nathan Petryshyn – NP, Fotenn

Session Open
APL and UMG welcome participants to the session
•

We want to understand participant expectations and experiences.

RS introduces the Objectives of the Meeting
•
•
•
•

Share information (what is an HC.D., what does it mean, etc.?)
Who are you? Questions? Concerns? What brought you to this meeting?
Evaluate Support for an H.C.D./Concerns or Priorities related to the District
What do you Value? What is your relationship to the area?

APL presents the Galt Core H.C.D. Study (see slides), to cover 4 main topics
•
•
•
•

What is an H.C.D.?
Why Designate a District?
What is the property owners’ role in guiding the H.C.D.?
Are there other implications for property owners?
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Initial Questions and Participant Introductions
RS opens the session for discussion and asks participants to take 1 minute to discuss:
•
•
•

What brought you here today?
What are your key questions/comments about the H.C.D. Study?
What would you like to get out of the session?

The following themes were raised as part of this discussion:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Admiration and allure of the trails, cycling, recreation
Property owner wants to support maintenance of the look of the city and area.
Downtown Galt as important place of memories, on Water Street
Appreciative of history and feels like we need to promote heritage; identified the “beautiful river
and church” as key characteristics of the experience of downtown
Does not see a lot of “heritage” properties past the library going towards Concession Street
Loves the location and beauty of Galt; “pretty downtown” with the River and church being
defining features
Discussion of the current state of the area as an issue; tenancy rates and building disrepair are
issues.
H.C.D. must be developed so it does not hinder development
Development will mean revitalization and more people, and more vibrancy
Area beyond the old Time Club/Post Office does not seem to have a lot of significant heritage
fabric
Discussion of Royal Canadian Legion building and that property owners are not interested in
designation
Understand and recognize the concentration of historic properties in the core
Believes maintaining heritage is important to Cambridge, however, believes designation could
come at a high cost to property owners (i.e., window replacement, maintaining exterior of
building)
Worried about designation and future alterations to make the building accessible
Need for coordination with City works.
Concerns related to creating an H.C.D. in the downtown.
Discussion of using other tools to manage change in the downtown, H.C.D. as an outdated and
clumsy tool.
Appreciation of the heritage assets in the community and think they need attention. Thinks an
H.C.D. will not accomplish this.
Questions regarding ‘who’ is encouraging creation of an H.C.D.
Concerns that even if an H.C.D. will not hinder the overall needs of Downtown Galt, people (i.e.,
developers, business owners) may turn away from Downtown with an H.C.D. in-force.
Downtown Galt has an atmosphere and feel which will become more and more important and
believes that this feel should be maintained
Issues (crime, homelessness) detracts from the perceived objective of this and what can be
achieved in Downtown
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wants to make sure that whatever the outcome with this, do not want developers and property
owners to have to go through a long process or “do things twice”. Identified a need for clarity
and certainty and awareness of costs accrued when objectives and guidelines are not clearly
developed and communicated by the City.
An H.C.D. should have happened a long time ago as too many buildings have been lost
Buildings lost along the River
Proponent of the history of Cambridge
Supports guidelines for alterations (i.e., Prevent siding covering up architectural features)
Loves the Downtown Core
Feels like an H.C.D. will penalize property owners
Believes development will not happen
Should conserve, but not put restrictions on property owners
Discussion that the goals of the District might be achieved in the City internally through the
planning department without an H.C.D.

S.W.O.T Analysis and Discussion
Based on the discussion above, a facilitator of the meeting (KM) summarized what participants verbal
feedback and organized as Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Constraints in Downtown
Cambridge Galt Core, specifically as it relates to the Galt Core H.C.D. study area (Figure 13). These
characteristics are described below.
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Figure 13: Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Constraints Discussion from the Property Owner
Session #2
Strengths
• Understanding of age range of buildings
• Designation would be a good thing in the long term
• Downtown Galt has an atmosphere and a feel that is important, and this is important to maintain
• Love the beautiful rivers and steeples
• Love the Cambridge Area and Downtown Core
• Prettiest downtown I have seen in my life, with old churches, buildings, and the river
Weaknesses
• Downtown has declined and poised to have a transformation
• Petty crime and homelessness detract from the vibe.
• City has made changes over time to street grade which affects certain buildings
• Lost a lot of buildings along the river, too little too late for an H.C.D. Plan
• Concerned with the state of the area including drug use, leading to trouble getting tenants
• Boundaries: do not see a lot of properties past Concession
• City Planning Department is not paying attention to designated properties
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Opportunities
• Could prevent detracting activities like installing siding on a heritage façade
• Open to anything, just want to be notified and would like to shape the vision and objective
• Ensure people do not have to do things twice to address costs.
• Would like to see heritage conserved
• Conserve and keep without restricting property owners
• The railway tracks may be a feature of Downtown Galt
Constraints
• Ensure property owners are not dictated to
• Initial concerns with implementation.
• Concerns were raised related to a mandatory inclusion of properties in the H.C.D. area and
mandatory designation of properties.
• Concerned with downtown Galt being an H.C.D., there should be other initiatives prioritized over
the H.C.D.
• Need to do this right but not sure how an H.C.D. is the right tool, this might be outdated
• Maintaining heritage is important, but designation comes at a cost to property owners
• Concerned with accessibility and designation
• Does not want designation to stifle development
• Goals should be achieved internally at the City without an H.C.D.
RS and UMG discussed the following:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Recognition there is a strength and asset in Downtown Galt, and it relates to the area’s physical
character, but there is clear concern about an H.C.D. being the correct tool to manage this.
From a planning and urban design perspective, there are a series of initiatives and studies that
will define how development occurs and change is managed in the downtown area:
o L.R.T.: The moment transit comes in, development pressure changes in an area
o These impulses can be powerful and offer opportunities by bringing in residents and jobs
o Intensification Study – looks at how the Downtown area can grow and develop
o Height Strategy – looks at building heights in Downtown Area
o Heritage Conservation Study and Plan – to review the heritage in the Downtown and
define what is important and recommend a boundary that contains the important fabric
(Study phase), this can lead to creation of a District Plan that present guidelines for
existing heritage buildings/sites for major alterations and guidelines for new
development.
o These studies will work together and will go back to the Zoning By-law at the end of the
process and make recommendations for update
We are at a crossroads where there needs to be a plan, and there needs to be a vision
The H.C.D. contains contributing and non-contributing buildings, the purpose of the study is to
evaluate these, and a strategy can be applied.
Implementation of a H.C.D. does not happen currently. That would happen should this move
forward to the Plan phase
It is fairly certain development will come based on the L.R.T. and growth targets for the City.
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•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

As the district study looks at a boundary and area, and uses a process to develop guidelines, it
establishes a coordinated vision for all the properties in the boundary. This can be a strength.
Having the studies work in a coordinated way, this will benefit the H.C.D. and how it is
implemented (as it will be more consistent across the area)
The Plan Stage is literally a “Plan” that functions like an advisory manual defining expectations
developed to support the vision and objectives for the area; it is created with property owners
where guidelines are developed (not necessarily prescriptively) to appropriately guide alterations
or redevelopment of properties in the area
o These guidelines serve as guidance moving forward
Creation of a H.C.D. Plan can help increase predictability and certainty in the development
process
Discussion of idea that H.C.D.s are costly, and present roadblocks, and will stifle change
o There is not much evidence that demonstrate this outcome.
o However, every plan is different. Some districts are quite prescriptive (based on its
time/consultation/property owners/objectives), however some H.C.D.s are more general,
and the parameters are more general in the guidelines (i.e., this plan would consider
development around density targets and the L.R.T.)
▪ The balance of growth and heritage would need to be found
There are many principles and performance standards we would be considering when looking at
new development in relation to urban design, streetscape, and heritage.
We have seen success stories of how H.C.D.s have expanded and been implemented (i.e.,
Collingwood)
Tools can be put into place to provide incentives to property owners
Grants and financial incentives can address some of the weaknesses identified here.
Another strategy for implementation can include creation of a “Steering Committee”: Some
Districts develop a “Steering Committee” which functions to support implementation and advise
the heritage committee of permit applications and how to implement the guidelines. These
committees can be created in places where there are engaged people (like Cambridge) who are
interest in implementing this process. Quite common where there is already a group (i.e., where
there is a B.I.A.). They help to manage change in a way that works for property owners and
balances priorities in the community.

Study Area Boundary and Property Discussion
RS opens discussion of the Study Area, and the boundary (KM annotating map). Participants were asked
the following questions.
•
•
•

Are there strengths and assets in this area?
What are key assets in this area? Buildings? Landmarks?
Are there some not included in this area? Sensitive sites?

The map below contains annotations based on the following discussion (Figure 14).
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Figure 14: Map of the Galt Core H.C.D. Study area with annotations showing important spaces and places,
and properties which may not contribute to the Galt Core H.C.D. Study.
Other Features and Themes Identified During Discussion:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Downtown is struggling/has struggled
Downtown Cambridge needs growth/density
Boundary is too large, and there are major blocks with the boundary should not be there
o Food Basics should not be in the H.C.D.
o Other single homes, etc. with nominal heritage value
▪ Designating these might make them unaffordable/undevelopable
o Past Firestone, there are some nice homes however the H.C.D. might lose the opportunity
to develop (south of red line on map)
The Main Street H.C.D. has not been a success
o Has suffered over the years
o What will help us believe that this H.C.D. will be more successful
Downtown property owners need to be strongly integrated and represented as part of this
process.
Agreement that that the size of the boundary is very ambitious
When Height/Density are spoken about, there are many competing issues here
o Not sure how this will be addressed
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How do owners and development community achieve the results?
LRT, Intensification Study, Height Strategy, and H.C.D. – all to be implemented by Zoning
o Will all this mesh so it is easily navigated?
Agreement that this is a large area
Need to focus more on the buildings which are heritage buildings
Food Basics is not a heritage building
Further consensus that the Downtown Galt H.C.D. is too large, there are heritage buildings on
Walnut
Could go from Thorne Street to Warnock Street (between yellow lines on map)
Opposite side of River could be in the area, including Queen’s Square
Many buildings in this district are not much heritage value.
Perhaps more of an “east west” boundary
Also, to be excluded should be the entire bus terminal and bowling alley sites.
The Armoury is a great building
Discussion of how the preliminary H.C.D. Study area boundary has been established

Session Wrap Up and Conclusion
•
•
•
•

We will be considering this input and comments moving forward
The property survey is happening at present (Week of March 8th)
Recommendations will be developed and presented to the City
Will have another open house/workshop moving forward to share results, recommendations,
and to gather feedback.

Online Survey #1
An online survey was posted to the Engage Cambridge website for the period following the virtual public
information centre held on February 9, 2021 and closed on March 2, 2021. This objective of this survey
was to gather additional feedback from participants of the public information centre and those
members of the community who were unable to attend. Eighty people visited the site and twenty-three
people responded to the survey. Responses received are on file with the Consultants and the City. The
survey questions were the same as asked at the public information centre and were:
•

•

•

Question 1: Do you have any questions about Heritage Conservation Districts, the work to be
conducted during the Study phase, the process for recommending a Heritage Conservation
District, and developing a Heritage Conservation District Plan?
Question 2: Do you think there are special areas, sites, open spaces, parks, streets, and/or
buildings in the Galt Core Heritage Conservation District study area. Where are they? Share with
us why they are special and/or important.
Question 3: Are there buildings and streetscapes in the study area that do not reflect Galt’s
character, charm, and sense of place? Where are they? Share with us why you have identified
these places or features.
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•

•

Question 4: Are there sites, spaces, buildings or open space opportunities that you think could be
used to strengthen Galt’s heritage character? Where are they? Share with us why you have
identified these places or features.
Question 5: What do you see as being the boundary of the historical core of Galt? Tell us what
you see as the boundaries of area that tells the story of Galt’s past, gives it a special character,
and makes it a unique and desirable place to live, work, and visit.

Municipal Heritage Advisory Committee (M.H.A.C.) Workshop Minutes
April 15, 2021, 6:30 pm – 7:15 pm, Virtual Meeting – Zoom
In Attendance:
City of Cambridge
•
•

Abraham Plunkett-Latimer (APL), Project Manager
Karin Stieg-Drobig (KSD), Recording Secretary

Consultant Team
•
•

Rebecca Sciarra (RS), Consultant Project Manager, ASI
Kristina Martens (KM), Lead Cultural Heritage Specialist, ASI

M.H.A.C. Members
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Councillor Pam Wolf
Amy Barnes
Susan Brown
Nelson Cecilia
Michelle Goodridge
Scott Roberts
John Oldfield

Item Topic
1
Introductions

Lead
City

Actions
None

ASI

None

ASI

City to
provide
MHAC
current

City Project Manager welcomed MHAC to the workshop and described
purpose and intent of the workshop.
2

Presentation
Consultant Project Manager gave a presentation on the work
completed to date, the results and emerging analysis.

3

Discussion
Boundary
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Item

Topic
Members discussed the emerging analysis of the Study related to the
boundary and ideas about it extending further than the area defined
for the purposes of the Study. There was general agreement that the
north, east and south extents of the boundary are appropriately
placed and the discussion.

Lead

Actions
jobs per
hectare
in the
study
area

primarily related to the west edge. The core area is understood to be
situated in a basin with the Grand River running through the middle of
the downtown. While there is the Dickson Hill H.C.D. in place on the
west side of the river it protects only publicly owned lands and does
not provide appropriate protection. Including Grand Avenue and
George Street as part of the traditional river valley was discussed. This
area would include Queen’s Square and the churches. It was noted
that a previous east Galt study area grew and grew to be too large and
did not come to fruition.
The discussion of boundary also related to the sight lines across the
Grand River and an acknowledgement of key views of the river, vistas
from within the study area across the River to the east side of the
River including Church steeples, entrances and exits into the area and
the potential for thinking about the pedestrian bridge and views from
that point into the area and a view from Water Street to the cenotaph.
Comment provided regarding an outcome that results in the western
boundary of the potential H.C.D. aligning with the east bank of the
River or the west edge of the River, and excluding lands on the west
side of the River and identifying views across the river as a way to
partially express or convey value that relates to the interrelationships
between the two sides of the River.
Other areas or features of note are the topography, workers cottages
in the south end of the study area.
Source
Recommended the consultant team to review the Paul Dilse report “A
Remarkable Heritage: Programmes and policies for heritage
conservation in Cambridge, Ontario” (1981).
Managing Change
There is lots of pressure and intensification in the Galt Core. A
discussion was had around how an H.C.D. could protect this area while
also needing to allow for, support, and manage growth and
intensification. One of the key parts of the consultant’s work is to
understand what the concurrent land use planning studies are
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Item

Topic
recommending and all of the studies working together to strike a
balance that seeks to encourage growth, intensification, density, and
conservation; these goals need not be mutually exclusive. The details
on how an H.C.D. could manage change would come in the H.C.D. Plan
stage should Council decide to move to that stage. A question was
posed about the current residents or job per hectare in the study area
to compare to the target 150. The City will provide MHAC with this
information.

Lead

Actions

Social Aspects of the Core
The consultant team posed a question to wrap up the last few minutes
related to events, uses, and gathering spots in the Galt Core. The
following were listed by members:
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Events at City Hall in the square, Dickson Street is closed,
Mayor’s celebration of the arts, outdoor films, children’s plays,
light show on Old City Hall, Christmas in Cambridge walk with
lights
Activity in the core is severely lacking – Mill Race Folk Festival,
should be like that all the time; there was agreement that
there are not a lot of events to draw people downtown
Farmers’ Market
Jane’s Walks
Rock the Mill
Trails along the River, guided walks
1 Valour Place has various events and programs
Bike event (loop from Main Street bridge to Park Hill bridge)
Street art festival
Remembrance Day
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Appendix C: City of Cambridge Public Engagement Meeting Records
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Summary of Galt Core Heritage Conservation District Study Community
Update Session, April 14th, 2021
Summary Date: May 27, 2021
Prepared by: Abraham Plunkett-Latimer, Senior Planner—Heritage, City of
Cambridge

Overview
City of Cambridge staff held two informal project update sessions or the Galt Core
Heritage Conservation District Study on April 14 th and April 20th, 2021 from 7:00 p.m. to
8:00 p.m. via Webex Virtual Meetings. These sessions were organized to receive public
feedback on the area history and thematic historical framework that had been prepared
as part of the Galt Core Heritage Conservation District Study and submitted to City of
Cambridge planning staff for review on February 22 nd, 2021.
Purpose
The stated purpose of these sessions was to:





Provide an update on the status of the Galt Core heritage conservation district
study;
Request feedback on the area history work and identified historical themes that
had been completed by the project consultants and presented to the City for
review; and,
Create an opportunity for members of the public to ask questions and provide
comments.

The feedback obtained from this session was forwarded to ASI to help refine the area
history component of the Galt Core Heritage Conservation District Study with local
knowledge.
Format
The format of the meetings consisted of a brief overview presentation providing a status
update on the Galt Core Heritage Conservation District project, providing a summary of
the area history work, and identifying key themes that had been identified as part of the
area history component of the Galt Core Heritage Conservation District Study. This
presentation was followed by an opportunity for participants to ask questions and provide
comments.
Discussion was divided into five areas:
1. General Comments on the Area History;
2. Guided Discussion on the Area History;

3. Comments on Key Themes;
4. Discussion of Potential District Boundaries;
5. General Comments or Concerns regarding the Heritage Conservation District
Study.
Facilitator
The sessions were facilitated by Abraham Plunkett-Latimer, Senior Planner—Heritage,
City of Cambridge.
Notice
Notice of the sessions was provided via e-mail to the project e-mail contact list, including
approximately 90 interested parties who had requested updates regarding the study and
was posted publicly on the project website at www.cambridge.ca/GaltCoreHCD on April
10th, 2021. This notice is provided as Attachment 3.
Attendance
10 people, in addition to the facilitator, attended the meeting on April 14 th, 2021.

Presentation
Abraham Plunkett-Latimer opened the meeting and reviewed the meeting purpose and
agenda. He provided a brief overview of the progress of the Heritage Conservation
District Study to date. He then presented a summary of the area history work presented to
the City for review, including major events and historical timeline for the history of Galt,
and finally he presented the key themes that were identified. Presentation slides are
attached as Attachment 1.
Attendants were invited to provide additional comments through e-mail to Abraham
Plunkett-Latimer following the meeting. No comments were received by May 27 th, 2021.

Discussion Summary
The following is a summary of the discussion that took place. It is divided into five
categories addressing each of the main areas of discussion identified above.

General Area History Feedback
After presenting a summary of the area history as identified by ASI as part of the Galt
Core Heritage Conservation District Study, Abraham Plunkett-Latimer asked participants
if they observed were any omissions, anything with which they disagreed, or anything that
should be emphasized further.
Attendees were largely supportive of the area history as presented. One participant noted
that, given proximity to the Grand River, it is necessary to coordinate with the Grand River

Conservation Authority. One requested that additional information on the Haldimand Tract
be provided. One questioned whether First Nations communities had been contacted.
Abraham Plunkett-Latimer noted that the City of Cambridge had contacted both the
Grand River Conservation Authority and First Nations communities regarding the Heritage
Conservation District Study.

Guided Area History Discussion
Abraham Plunkett-Latimer asked four targeted follow-up questions regarding the area
history. These questions had been provided to the City of Cambridge by ASI on April 7 th,
2021 to help refine the draft area history with local knowledge.
a. Galt as a unique 19th century town with clearly delineated and separated land
uses
Abraham Plunkett-Latimer asked if participants agreed or disagreed with the study’s
preliminary findings that Galt appeared to be designed as a unique nineteenth-century
town with clearly delineated land uses rather than more typical mixing of uses seen in
other parts of Ontario.
Participants did not consider this characterization of historic Galt accurate. It was noted
that Galt was historically mixed in terms of industrial, commercial, and residential areas.
Factories were built along the Grand River, and housing nearby to house workers. It was
also observed that land uses have changed over time and that it is important to note
these changing patterns.
b. Residential areas to the north and south. What are their qualities? Are they
different or similar?
Abraham Plunkett-Latimer noted that there are residential areas in the north and south
portions of the study area and asked if participants considered these areas to be similar
or different in character. One participant noted that each of these residential areas
comprised several sub-character areas, which may have commonalities between north
and south residential areas.
Another participant observed that smaller, historically working-class homes are
concentrated closer to the centre of the study area, while larger, historically middle-class
homes are located toward its edges. One participant noted that there is at least one
nineteenth-century farmhouse present in the study area.
c. Industrial operations were an important employment base in the 19 th century.
Were there other employment sectors of note? We have heard and reviewed
some sources that discuss Galt as an ‘Insurance’ town.

Abraham Plunkett-Latimer asked if there were any industries, such as insurance,
important to Galt that had not been identified in the area history summary.
Participants noted that they considered insurance to have been a key industry historically
in Galt. Other key industries were textiles and shoemaking. One participant noted that
shoe outlets were present at shoe factories in Galt in the 1970s. Another noted that the
Ray Electric Building site was previously occupied by a shoe factory that filled the entire
block.
d. What smaller communities does Galt support and serve? Historically and
presently?
Abraham Plunkett-Latimer asked if there were any communities that had not been
identified in the area history summary that Galt served historically or presently.
Participants observed that there were a number of significant communities including
Chinese, Vietnamese, East Indian, Jewish, and Portuguese. It was noted that a number
of these communities have roots in Galt stretching back to the 1960s or earlier. One
participant referenced a former synagogue at 63 Water Street.
Other key cultural organizations noted by participants were the Galt Little Theatre
(founded in 1933) and the Royal Canadian Legion, which started as a war veterans’
association in 1919 and became a Royal Canadian Legion in 1927.

Identified Themes Feedback Summary
Abraham Plunkett-Latimer presented the key themes that had been identified as part of
the Galt Core Heritage Conservation District Study. He asked if there were any
omissions, anything that participants disagreed with, or anything that should be
emphasized further.
There were no comments on the identified themes.

Boundary Discussion
Participants were shown a boundary map for the study area prepared by ASI including
lands located south of Park Hill Road East, west of Wellington Street, north of Concession
Street, and east of the Grand River. This map included the original study boundaries
overlaid with the results of previous consultations. This revised boundary included lands
extending outside the original study area (Attachment 2).
Participants were asked if the current study area boundaries reflected their understanding
of the historic Galt Core.
All participants agreed that the boundary should extend west of the Grand River to
include Queen’s Square, Central Presbyterian Church, and Trinity Church. It was noted

that Queen’s Square has historically been associated with the downtown core rather than
the residential areas of Dickson Hill and that this was a natural reflection of growth
starting at the Grand River and following the geography of the river valley.
One participant noted that areas to the north and south of the identified study area had
already been significantly redeveloped and so would not benefit from additional heritage
conservation efforts. They noted that lands to the east of the study area should be
evaluated as a potential residential heritage conservation district and should not be
considered part of Galt Core.

General Participant Questions and Concerns
Participants were invited to share any questions or concerns about the heritage
conservation district study more generally.
Several participants raised the question of how intensification could be accommodated in
a potential Heritage Conservation District, considering that the study area overlaps with
the Urban Growth Centre designated by the Province of Ontario with requirements for
increased density. Although participants agreed that protecting heritage character in the
downtown core was necessary, they expressed concern that a future Heritage
Conservation District may stifle vitality, and noted that appropriate heights for new
buildings should be carefully balanced between conservation and intensification goals.
Abraham Plunkett-Latimer noted that the study was being conducted alongside the
Growth and Intensification Study, the Building Height Guidelines Study, the City-wide
Zoning By-law Review, and the Galt Core Visualizations Study, and that consultants were
working closely together to create a harmonized planning framework that put heritage
conservation and development concerns on equal footing.

Attachments
Attachment 1: Presentation Slides, Galt Core Heritage Conservation District, Area
History Update, April 14, 2021
Attachment 2: Galt Core Heritage Conservation District Boundary Map for
Discussion, ASI Heritage, April 7, 2021.
Attachment 3: Galt Core Heritage Conservation District Area History Update
Meeting Notice

Summary of Galt Core Heritage Conservation District Study Community
Update Meeting, April 20th, 2021
Date of Summary: May 27, 2021
Prepared by: Abraham Plunkett-Latimer, Senior Planner—Heritage, City of
Cambridge

Overview
City of Cambridge staff held two informal project update sessions or the Galt Core
Heritage Conservation District Study on April 14 th and April 20th, 2021 from 7:00 p.m. to
8:00 p.m. via Webex Virtual Meetings. These sessions were organized to receive public
feedback on the area history and thematic historical framework that had been prepared
as part of the Galt Core Heritage Conservation District Study and submitted to City of
Cambridge planning staff for review on February 22 nd, 2021.
Purpose
The stated purpose of the session was to:





Provide an update on the status of the Galt Core heritage conservation district
study;
Request feedback on the area history work and identified historical themes that
had been completed by the project consultants and presented to the City for
review; and,
Create an opportunity for members of the public to ask questions and provide
comments.

The feedback obtained from this session was forwarded to ASI by City of Cambridge staff
to help refine the area history component of the Galt Core Heritage Conservation District
Study with local knowledge.
Format
The format of the meetings consisted of a brief overview presentation providing a status
update on the Galt Core Heritage Conservation District project, providing a summary of
the area history work, and identifying key themes that had been identified as part of the
area history component of the Galt Core Heritage Conservation District Study. This
presentation was followed by an opportunity for participants to ask questions and provide
comments.
Discussion was divided into five areas:
1. General Comments on the Area History;
2. Guided Discussion on the Area History;

3. Comments on Key Themes;
4. Discussion of Potential District Boundaries;
5. General Comments or Concerns regarding the Heritage Conservation District
Study.
Facilitator
The sessions were facilitated by Abraham Plunkett-Latimer, Senior Planner—Heritage,
City of Cambridge.
Notice
Notice of the sessions was provided via e-mail to the project e-mail contact list, including
approximately 90 interested parties who had requested updates regarding the study and
was posted publicly on the project website at www.cambridge.ca/GaltCoreHCD on April
10th, 2021. This Notice is provided as Attachment 3.
Attendance
9 people, in addition to the facilitator, attended the meeting on April 20 th, 2021, including
Deanne Friess, Development Manager, City of Cambridge.

Presentation
Abraham Plunkett-Latimer opened the meeting and reviewed the meeting purpose and
agenda. He provided a brief overview of the progress of the Heritage Conservation
District Study to date. He then presented a summary of the area history work presented to
the City for review, including major events and historical timeline for the history of Galt,
and finally he presented the key themes that were identified. Presentation slides are
attached as Attachment 1.
Attendants were invited to provide additional comments through e-mail to Abraham
Plunkett-Latimer following the meeting. No comments were received by May 27 th, 2021.

Discussion Summary
The following is a summary of the discussion that took place. It is divided into five
categories addressing each of the main areas of discussion identified above.

General Area History Feedback
After presenting a summary of the area history, Abraham Plunkett-Latimer asked
attendees if there were any omissions, anything that attendees disagreed with including,
or anything that should be emphasized further. There were no comments on the general
area history as presented.

Guided Area History Discussion
Abraham Plunkett-Latimer asked four targeted follow-up questions regarding the area
history. These questions had been provided to the City of Cambridge by ASI on April 7 th,
2021 to help refine the area history by integrating local knowledge.
a. Galt as a unique 19th century town with clearly delineated and separated land
uses.
Abraham Plunkett-Latimer asked if participants agreed or disagreed with the study’s
preliminary findings that Galt appeared to be designed as a unique nineteenth-century
town with clearly delineated land uses rather than more typical mixing of uses seen in the
rest of Ontario.
Participants did not consider that this characterization of historic Galt was accurate. One
participant noted that the mix of land uses in Galt does not reflect a historically planned
community, but rather an evolved community. One participant noted that as the city has
grown beyond its original boundaries, residences now may be located next to industrial
lands as an unintended consequence.
b. Residential areas to the north and south. What are their qualities? Are they
different or similar?
Abraham Plunkett-Latimer noted that there are residential areas in the north and south
portion of the study area and asked if participants considered both areas to be similar or
different in character. One participant noted that a number of former residences are now
parking lots and noted that Main Street historically would have included mixed-use
commercial and residential structures. They also identified that the residential area to the
north included more greenspace than to the south. By Concession Street there is a more
industrial feeling, but a number of unique buildings.
c. Industrial operations were an important employment base in the 19 th century.
Were there other employment sectors of note? We have heard and reviewed
some sources that discuss Galt as an ‘Insurance’ town.
Abraham Plunkett-Latimer asked if there were any industries, such as insurance,
important to Galt that had not been identified in the area history summary. Participants
noted that they considered insurance to have been a key industry historically in Galt.
Other key industries were textiles and shoemaking. One participant noted that shoe
outlets were present at shoe factories in Galt in the 1970s. Another noted that the Ray
Electric Building site was previously occupied by a shoe factory that filled the entire block.
d. What smaller communities does Galt support and serve? Historically and
presently?

Abraham Plunkett-Latimer asked if there were any communities that had not been
identified in the area history summary that Galt served historically or presently.
Participants observed that there were a number of significant communities including
Scottish, Portuguese, Italian, and Newfoundlander communities dating back to the 1950s
at least.

Identified Themes Feedback
Abraham Plunkett-Latimer summarized the key themes that had been identified as part of
the Galt Core Heritage Conservation District Study. He asked if there were any
omissions, anything with which participants disagreed, or anything that should be
emphasized further. Participants identified a number of additional key themes that had not
been captured in the summary.
One participant identified that built heritage should be explicitly identified as a theme in
addition to natural heritage. They noted that adding built heritage explicitly as a historical
theme would give context to property inventory work accomplished as part of the heritage
conservation district study.
Another participant questioned the meaning of the theme highlighting the influence of
Galt’s topography and the Grand River on the development of the City. They questioned
whether this influence includes the natural floodplain that would exist if abutments had not
been put in place to control flooding. They also considered it important to identify that Galt
is located within the northern end of the Carolinian forest physiography.
Another participant identified that leisure should be explicitly identified as a key theme,
specifically parks, street parades, use of the river, and cultural institutions such as the
former opera hall which may have been prominent historically.
Another participant identified that tourism is an important theme given its growing
prominence in Galt. They identified that they think of Galt as a destination location. This
also includes the film industry.

Boundary Discussion
Participants were shown a boundary map for the study area prepared by ASI including
lands located south of Park Hill Road East, west of Wellington Street, north of Concession
Street, and east of the Grand River. This map included the original study boundaries
overlaid with the results of previous consultations. This revised boundary included lands
extending outside the original study area (Attachment 2).
Participants were asked if the current study area boundaries reflected their understanding
of the historic Galt Core.

All participants were supportive of the study area boundary extending west of the Grand
River to include Queen’s Square, Central Presbyterian Church, and Trinity Church. It was
noted that Queen’s Square contains one of the oldest buildings in Galt and that both sides
of the river were important to the heritage character of the downtown core. George Street,
and Grand Avenue were mentioned as being appropriate to be included.
One participant noted that the boundary could also be extended to the south on the west
side of the river to include industrial properties, such as gaslight, that are visually and
historically linked to the core.
One participant suggested that the study area should be expanded to at least Dundas
Street in the east in order to encompass former industrial sites, the railroad, and the Gore
Block at 252 Dundas Street North.

General Participant Questions and Concerns
Participants were invited to share any questions or concerns about the heritage
conservation district study more generally.
Participants shared concerns that intensification in the study area would have a negative
impact on the area’s cultural and natural heritage value.
One participant asked for clarification regarding a future heritage conservation district
plan regarding what policies may be put in place to shape future development. Abraham
Plunkett-Latimer noted that it was too early in the process to comment on specific future
policies.
One participant questioned why they had not yet been consulted about other studies
affecting the Galt Core area, including the Growth and Intensification Study, Height
Guidelines, City-wide Zoning By-law Review, and Visualizations Study and whether there
would be further consultation for the Galt Core Heritage Conservation District Study.
Abraham Plunkett-Latimer noted that previous consultation had been held for the Galt
Core Heritage Conservation District Project on February 8 th, 2021 and that additional
opportunities for feedback were planned.
One participant noted that it is important to them that the “natural amphitheatre” feeling of
Galt, caused by the contrast between low-lying lands in the river valley and the
surrounding high elevations, be conserved. They expressed concern that height and
density would significantly change the view of downtown from the edges of the river
valley. Retaining the view of the angles of rooftops and church spires was considered
important and part of what makes Galt Core unique.
One participant noted that the guidelines of a future heritage conservation plan should
promote an authentic experience of downtown focusing on how it is used. This includes
walkability, a mix of land uses, and where the downtown is integral to everyone. They

mentioned that this experience of a vibrant downtown core is important to encourage and
is similar to that described by Jane Jacobs.

Attachments
Attachment 1: Presentation Slides, Galt Core Heritage Conservation District, Area
History Update, April 14, 2021
Attachment 2: Galt Core Heritage Conservation District Boundary Map for
Discussion, ASI Heritage, April 7, 2021.
Attachment 3: Galt Core Heritage Conservation District Area History Update
Meeting Notice

Attachment 1

GALT CORE HERITAGE
CONSERVATION DISTRICT STUDY
Area History Update 14 April, 2021

Purpose of Session
• Update on Status of
Heritage Conservation
District Study;
• Request Feedback on
Area History and
Themes;
• Create Opportunity to
Ask Questions or
Provide Comments.

Agenda
Opening Remarks: 6:30-6:35
1: Project Status Update: 6:35-6:45
2: Area History Summary: 6:45-6:55
3: Identification and Discussion of Themes: 6:55-7:15
4: Open Questions and Answers: 7:15-7:30
5: Conclusion: 7:30
Chair: Abraham Plunkett-Latimer, Senior
Planner–Heritage

HCD Study Update

Steps to Designate an HCD
Approximately
6 Months

Study Phase

Recommendations
to Council
Summer 2021

Council Decision
to Designate
Yes
Approximately
6 Months

Plan Phase

No

No
Designation

HCD Study Process
1. Research

Area History

2. Evaluation

3. Recommendations

Inventory

Policy Review

Consultation

Character Analysis

Significance

Boundary

Objectives

We Are Here

Research: Area History
• General History of the
Area
• Patterns of settlement
• Important events
• Key industries
• Notable residents
• Major changes
• Themes

Sources Consulted

•
•
•
•

Published Local Histories
General Histories of Ontario
Historical Descriptions of Galt
Historical Maps

Summary of Area History

Key Periods Identified
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

The Setting
Paleo-Indian (11,000BCE-9,000BCE)
Archaic (9,000BCE-1000BCE)
Woodland (1000BCE-1650CE)
Early Contact (1620s-1784)
Haldimand Tract (1784-1841)
Early European Settlement (1810-1830s)
Industrialization and Community Formation (1840s-1850s)
The Manchester of Canada (1860s-1914)
War and Interwar Years (1914-1945)
Postwar Years (1945-1973)
New City of Cambridge (1973-Present)

The Setting

Early History
• Southern Ontario has
been occupied by
human populations
since c. 11,000BCE.
• There were permanent
villages and agriculture
in the Grand River
Valley prior.

Settlement in the 1600s and 1700s

• Attawandaron (Neutral
Nation)
• Mississaugas
• Haudenosaunee

Haldimand Tract
• 1784 British
government purchased
lands along the Grand
River from the
Mississaugas.
• Lands were settled and
sold by Joseph Brant
and Haudenosaunee
loyalists.

1810s-1830s European Settlement

1830s-1860s

1860s-1914

Factories along Grand River 1902

Land Uses

1914-1945

1945-1973

1973-Present

Discussion of Themes

Themes
•
•
•
•
•
•

Natural Environment
Settlement
Transportation
Growth and Urban Development
Industry
Community and Culture

Theme: Natural Environment
• Grand River
• Mill Creek
• Influence of topography
and physiography on
settlement patterns
• Influence of topography
on scenic views

• Geology which includes
cream to buff limestone
outcrops
• Glacial deposits of
granite boulders used in
stone masonry; clay
deposits used to make
bricks

Theme: Settlement
• Indigenous presence
• Haldimand Tract
• Surveying and early settlement, lot
patterns
• Scottish settlement

Theme: Transportation
• Trails and roads
• Railways
• Commuter/public
transit
• Bridges across the
Grand River

Theme: Growth and Urban
Development
• Land division, subdivision, and
consolidation
• Incorporation as a village, town, and city
• Commerce and businesses
• Residential growth
• Formal land use planning

Theme: Industry
• Waterpower:
concentration of water
powered mills
• Mills and dams
• Miscellaneous industries
and factories

Theme: Community and Culture
• Sports and recreation
• Institutional growth: libraries,
post office, schools, halls, etc.
• Religion
• Social organizations
• Education

Themes
•
•
•
•
•
•

Natural Environment
Settlement
Transportation
Growth and Urban Development
Industry
Community and Culture

Additional Questions for Discussion
Galt as a unique 19th
century town with clearly
delineated and separated
land uses.

Residential areas to the
north and south. What are
their qualities? Are they
different or similar?

Industrial operations were an important employment base in
the 19th century. Were there other employment sectors of
note? We have heard and reviewed some sources that
discuss Galt as an ‘Insurance’ town.
What smaller communities
does Galt support and
serve? Historically and
presently?

Reactions to how people
are defining boundaries
around Galt’s historical
core

Land Uses

• 22 boundaries laid out
• The darker the colour, the
more people suggested
that area’s inclusion within
a prospective boundary
• Concentrated areas of
boundary alignment
correspond to topographic
patterns associated with
the Grand River

CONTACT INFORMATION
Name: Abraham Plunkett-Latimer
Title: Senior Planner - Heritage
Phone: (519) 623-1340 ext. 4690
Email: plunkettlata@cambridge.ca

www.cambridge.ca

Attachment 2

Attachment 3

Galt Core Heritage Conservation District Study Informal
Project Information Session 1
DATE: April 14, 2021
April 20, 2021
PLACE:

TIME: 6:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. and
TIME: 6:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.

Webex Virtual Meeting

REGISTRATION:
Click Here to Register for April 14th
Click Here to Register for April 20th
Attendees are asked to register at the above links or at
www.cambridge.ca/GaltCoreHCD in order to receive a Webex Meeting invitation.
This session is open to all members of the public.
To accommodate busy schedules, we are offering two, one-hour sessions
scheduled at the above times with identical content.
The City of Cambridge has initiated a Heritage Conservation District (HCD) Study for part
of the Galt Core Area. The purpose of the HCD Study is to document and evaluate the
character of the study area to determine if it should be designated as a Heritage
Conservation District. More information about this project is available at
www.cambridge.ca/GaltCoreHCD.
City staff are holding informal project information sessions on the above dates and times
with a focus on the area history component of the HCD Study. The purpose of these
sessions is to:





Update the community on the status of the Heritage Conservation District Study;
Present draft research on the study area’s history and identified key historical
themes completed to date;
Create an opportunity for members of the public to comment on the findings of this
research;
Create an opportunity for members of the public to ask questions about the project.

The sessions will involve a brief presentation on the area history research findings by City
Staff followed by a period for questions and comments. This discussion will help the City

understand if the research completed to date reflects the community’s understanding of
their history. These sessions will be recorded and made available on the project webpage
at www.cambridge.ca/GaltCoreHCD.
Notice of this session has been e-mailed to all members of the public who have requested
to be updated regarding the Heritage Conservation District Study and is posted online on
the project webpage linked above.
If you require information in an accessible format or accommodation to access municipal
services, please contact accessibility@cambridge.ca
For assistance with registration, how to participate in a virtual meeting, or to submit
questions or comments, please contact Abraham Plunkett-Latimer, Senior Planner,
Heritage.
Ward No.: 5
Contact Person: Abraham Plunkett-Latimer, Senior Planner - Heritage
Telephone: (519) 623-1340 ext. 4690
E-mail: plunkettlata@cambridge.ca
TTY: (519) 623-6691

Appendix D: Historical Summary
Key People
Early Settlement Period – from Shade’s Mills to Galt (1810s-1830s)
•
•
•

William Dickson (1769-1862) – Niagara based lawyer who purchased what would become
Dumfries Township in 1816 and was one of the founders of Shade’s Mills/Galt
Absalom Shade (1793-1862) – One of the founders of Shade’s Mills/Galt and a prominent
property owner, mill owner, merchant, postmaster, and politician in its early days
John Galt (1779-1839) – Famous Scottish writer who became superintendent of the Canada
Company and the man for whom the town is named

Industrialization and Community Formation (1840s-1850s)
•
•
•
•

Adam Ainslie (1806-1896) – Important lawyer and politician in Galt and Waterloo Township
James Ainslie (1821-1873) – Co-founder of the Galt Reporter and later founder of the Dumfries
Reformer
Andrew Elliott (1809-1890) – Prominent landowner, distillery owner, and the first reeve of the
incorporated Village of Galt
Morris Lutz (1806-1876) – Business entrepreneur who established a foundry and farm implement
factory, first president of the Galt Mechanics’ Institute, and the first mayor of the Town of Galt

The “Manchester of Canada”: Economic, Industrial and Social Development (1860s-1914)
•
•
•
•

•
•

James Young (1835-1913) – Owner of the Dumfries Reformer, a town councillor, a federal and
provincial parliamentarian, and a community leader
Adam Warnock (1828-1902) – Merchant, factory owner, Vice President of the Gore Mutual
Insurance Company, and founder and president of the Galt Knitting Company
Charles Turnbull (1858-1924) – Owner of the C. Turnbull Company Limited which made woolen
goods
Fred W. Mellish (1860-1928) – Notable local architect who designed the Gore Mutual Insurance
Co. headquarters, the Scott Opera House, the Galt General Hospital, Carnegie Library, Farmers’
Market building, the Hotel Iroquois, and the Cambridge Fire Hall Museum and Education Centre
(former Galt Fire Hall) amongst others
Adam Ker (1809-1879) – Important business leader, the first Town Clerk, and Mayor of Galt from
1868-74
Elizabeth Gibson – Superintendent of Galt’s first hospital

War and Inter-War Years (1914-1945)
•

Archie Crealock – Designed all three bridges that cross Grand River in study area
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•
•

Frederick Hobson, Samuel Honey, and George Fraser Kerr – Victoria Cross winners during the
First World War
Margaret Secord – First female councillor elected to City government in 1922

Postwar Developments (1945-1973)
•

George A. Dobbie – Owner of Dobbie Industries Ltd., a major textile operation

The New City of Cambridge (1973-Present)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Claudette Millar – First mayor of the City of Cambridge in 1973-74 and again from 1979-88
Ralph Walker – Founder and president of the Huntington Society of Canada from 1973-98
Ron Shaver – Professional figure skater and winner of the Canadian Men’s Figure Skating
Championship in 1977
Jane Brewer – Mayor of Cambridge from 1988 to 2000
Max Saltsman – New Democratic Party Member of Parliament in the area from 1964-79
Jack Etherton – Known as Mr. Theatre for his long-time service for the Galt Little Theatre

Key Dates
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1816 – William Dickson purchases more than 90,000 acres that later formed the boundary of
Dumfries Township
1816 – Dickson and his agent Absalom Shade select where Mill Creek meets the Grand River for
the settlement of what is first called Shade’s Mills
1819 – Shade completes construction of a new grist mill and sawmill
1819 – First bridge over the Grand River is built at what is now Main Street
1824 – Shade’s “Red” store begins operations
1825 – First post office opens and community’s name changes to Galt
1832 – Shade’s “White” store begins operations
1834-35 – Cholera outbreak in Galt
1835 – St. Andrew’s Presbyterian Church is completed
1837 – Galt Dam and Mill Race Canal are built
1837 – Galt-Dundas Road is macadamized
1838 – Township Hall is built
1840 – A second bridge crossing the Grand River is built at Queen Street (Park Hill Road)
1842 – The first foundry, Duncan Fisher’s Galt Foundry and Machine Works, opens on Water
Street North
1842 – Dickson Mills is established under Adam Ker’s management
1844 – Dumfries Courier newspaper is established by Ben Hearle
1844 – Dumfries Foundry is founded by James Andrews and James Crombie
1846 – Galt Reporter newspaper is established by Peter Jaffray and James Ainslie
1846 – Knox’s Presbyterian Church is completed
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

1847 – Dumfries Foundry moves to Grand Avenue on the west side of the Grand River
1850 – Dumfries Reformer newspaper is established by James Ainslie
1850 – Galt is incorporated as a village
1851 – Major fire destroys many businesses in the commercial district
1852 – Dumfries Township splits into North and South, with North Dumfries included as part of
the new Waterloo County and South Dumfries joining the new Brant County
1852 – Galt Grammar School opens and is the forerunner to Galt Collegiate Institute
1853 – Mechanics Institute is established and merges with the Subscription and Circulating
Library
1854 – Both the Main Street Bridge and Queen Street Bridge destroyed by flooding
1855 – A branch line of the Great Western Railway is the first railway to pass through Galt; the
Galt and Guelph Railway extends the line to Preston (1856) and Guelph (1857)
1856 – Fire destroys many buildings along Main Street
1857 – Galt is incorporated as a town
1857 – First bridge crossing at Concession Street is erected
1858 – New stone Town Hall and Farmers’ Market building is erected, designed by architect H.B.
Sinclair
1859 – John Goldie and Hugh McCulloch purchase the Dumfries Foundry
1859 – Robert Turnbull founds the Turnbull Knitting Company
1862 – Fire causes major damage to Granite Block on Main Street
1865 – Grand Trunk Railway absorbs the Galt and Guelph Railway
1871 – Craigie Lea property belonging to Andrew Elliott shifts into building lots
1873 – Grand Trunk Railway officially opened, becoming Galt’s second railway
1876 – Cant, Gourlay & Co. (Galt Machine Works) opens after four years of construction;
becomes MacGregor, Gourlay Ltd. in 1880
1878 – Empress of India paddle-wheel steamboat crash results in eight deaths
1879 – Credit Valley Railway established through the north end of town, with the largest iron
bridge ever built in Canada to that point
1881 – Galt Knitting Co. is founded by Adam Warnock, and renamed Tiger Brand in 1954
1882 – Peter Hay Knife Co. (Galt Machine Knife Works) is established
1883 – Credit Valley Railway becomes part of the Canadian Pacific Railway network
1884 – Women vote in municipal elections for the first time
1885 – Post Office opens at 12 Water Street South and was designed by prominent government
architect Thomas Fuller
1890 – Galt General Hospital opens and is the first hospital in Waterloo County
1894 – Galt and Preston Street Railway is established, operating an interurban electric railway;
the line was extended to Hespeler in 1896 and the name changed to the Galt, Preston, and
Hespeler Street Railway Company
1896 – Galt Reporter publishes a daily for the first time
1904 – Galt Football (Soccer) Club wins the gold medal at 1904 Olympics in St. Louis and the Galt
Baseball Club wins the Canadian Baseball League Championship
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•
•
•
•

1905 – Construction of the Carnegie Library
1907 – First Old Boys reunion is held to celebrate 50 years of Galt’s town status
1913 – Timber dam on the Grand River is replaced by concrete
1914-18 – First World War takes place
1916 – The Imperial Hotel is destroyed by fire
1917 – Bell Telephone building on Ainslie Street is built
1919 – Merchants Bank (later the Bank of Montreal) built at Main and Water Streets
1919 – Galt women vote in provincial elections for the first time
1923 – Merger of Goldie & McCulloch Company with Babcock & Wilcox
1929 – Major flooding causes significant damage
1930 – Galt War Memorial erected on the site of the former Scott’s Opera House
1930-39 – The Great Depression
1931 – The Main Street bowstring arch bridge opens
1936 – New Post Office building at corner of Dickson and Water St. North constructed
1939-45 – Second World War takes place
1943 – The first synagogue, the B’Nai Israel Congregation Synagogue, opens
1944 – Goldie Milling Co. mill bought by Phenix family who form Phenix Milling Co. Ltd.
1954 – Three separate floods cause major damage in the downtown core
1954 – The Galt Knitting Company is reorganized as Tiger Brand
1955 – The electric rail system ends passenger services
1956 – Two C.P.R. trains collide leading to the collapse of a bridge over Water Street North
1957 – The old Cowan & Co. factory on Water Street North is demolished
1960 – Highway 401 opens
1967 – Multiscreen Corporation Ltd founded in Galt (forerunner to IMAX Corp)
1970 – Stewart Fyfe’s report was released and recommended that the City of Galt be combined
with the towns of Preston and Hespeler within the new Regional Municipality of Waterloo
1971 – Former head office of Gore Mutual Insurance Co. at Main and Ainslie is demolished and in
its place is a new branch of Bank of Nova Scotia
1972 – Dobbie Industries Ltd. goes into receivership
1973 – Galt, Hespeler, Preston, Blair, and parts of the Townships of North Dumfries and Waterloo
amalgamate to form the City of Cambridge, now in the Regional Municipality of Waterloo
1973 – First mall opens on Hespeler Road
1974 – Major flooding spurs redevelopment efforts
1974 – Dundas Street overpass is completed allowing traffic to pass over the railway corridor
1975 – Iroquois Hotel is destroyed by fire
1976 – Formation of the Local Architectural Conservation Advisory Committee (LACAC)
1977 – Mill Race Park opens
1978 – New Concession Street Bridge opens
1978 – Capitol Theatre on Water Street South closes after 48 years and is demolished in 1995
1980 – National headquarters for the Kinsmen Clubs opens
1982 – Closure of the Canada Machinery Corporation, formerly Cant, Gourlay and Co.
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•
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•
•
•
•
•

1984 – Demolition of the Albion Hotel at Park Hill Road and Water Street
1985 – First Heritage Conservation District designation in Cambridge for the south side of Main
Street between Water and Ainslie Streets
1988 – Toyota opens an auto manufacturing plant
1990 – City of Cambridge renovates former Hydro Electric Commission offices to a seniors’
centre, called the David Durward Centre
1991 – Closure of the Woolco department store on Main Street
1993 – Cambridge Transit terminal opens on Ainslie Street South, formerly the site of the
Newlands textile plant
2001 – The Cambridge Centre for the Arts opens
2002 – New Park Hill Road Bridge opens, replacing 1934 structure
2008 – New Cambridge City Hall opens

Review of Historical Mapping
A review of available nineteenth- and twentieth-century mapping, as well as aerial photography,
illustrates the development of Galt over time. In addition, some of the individual maps provide useful
information, such as: the name of early property owners (Map 1); the location of historical features of
interest (Map 2 - Map 4 and Map 9); architectural and construction details of individual structures (Map
5 and Map 7); and key layout and design features of the area, especially as they relate to topography
and/or natural features (Map 6, Map 8, and Map 10). It should be noted that while historical maps
provide invaluable information, they did not exhaustively identify all structures and/of features that
would been extant at their respective times of publication.
Please note that street names and some street alignments have changed over time within the study
area. This Technical Memo uses the modern-day street name except when it has been deemed
necessary for the discussion and/or analysis of the map. The study area includes the following modernday street names followed by their previous iteration:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Park Hill Road East, formerly Queen Street
Ainslie Street North, formerly King Street
Thorne Street, formerly North Street
Lutz Street, formerly Cooper Street
Warnock Street, formerly Chapman Street
Ainslie Street South, formerly Hawthorne Street/Mill Street
Cambridge Street, formerly Market Street/Head Street
Wellington Street, formerly Church Street
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Map 1: Dumfries Township, 1822 (Archives of Ontario)
1930 Reproduction of the Map of Dumfries Township, 1822
This map shows that lots and concessions have been delineated throughout the newly established
township. Lots were generally laid out along a north-south axis and used the road network as an
organizing principle. However, lots adjacent to the Grand River were laid out along an east-west axis.
Only some of the lots have been allotted to individuals and most of the land appears undeveloped and
unoccupied. Absalom Shade is the most prominent property owner in the vicinity of the study area. The
Grand River is clearly identifiable, but Mill Creek is not shown. The emergent community of Shade’s
Mills, which later became Galt, is also not featured. Two words at the bottom of the study area are
indecipherable but may refer to a bridge crossing the Grand River or may be an annotation from a later
period.
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Map 2: Galt, 1851 (City of Cambridge Archives)
Topographical Map of Galt, 1851
This 1851 map of Galt illustrates significant community development. A road network has formed along
both sides of the Grand River with long north-south running streets (present Water Street and Ainslie
Street), a commercial strip has developed along Main Street running east-west, and industrial activity
has begun, particularly along Water Street North and south of Main Street. In both areas industrial
activity is taking advantage of lots adjacent to the Grand River and Mill Creek. Almost every built
structure on the east side of the Grand River in Galt was within the study area boundary. The Mill Creek
– which included ponds – is a prominent feature on the map. Important sites include the Town Hall on
Dickson Street as well as churches and cemeteries.
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Map 3: Galt, 1861 (Tremaine 1861)
Tremaine’s Map of Waterloo County, Galt Inset, 1861
This map illustrates Galt’s significant urbanization. Many roads have been laid out on both sides of the
Grand River, though few structures have been erected east of the study area. Main Street is the most
prominent thoroughfare, with commercial enterprises found especially between Water and Ainslie
Streets. The Town Hall is a prominent landmark on Dickson Street. The area around Mill Creek shows
industrial activity, including a distillery and the Halton Mills. Except for Goldie’s Mill just north of the
study area, the industrial zone along Water Street North is not shown, though several operations existed
by this time and are visible in the 1851 map above. There are only two bridges crossing the Grand River,
at Main Street and at Park Hill Road. It should be noted that the Great Western Railway is not illustrated
on this inset map but does appear on the larger Tremaine Map, located along the eastern border of the
study area south of Main Street and parallel with Mill Creek north of Main Street.
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Map 4: Map of the Town of Galt, 1867 (City of Cambridge Archives)
Map of the Town of Galt, 1867
This map shows the rapid advancement and intensification of Galt’s built form. There are significantly
more buildings and other infrastructural developments than what is visible on the 1861 map above.
Among the most prominent developments are the foundries and factories found along Water Street
North adjacent to the Grand River. The street layout remains largely the same as in 1861, although more
roads have been laid out, especially to the east of the study area. The interplay between the two sides of
the river is indicated by the addition of a third bridge located at the southwest corner of the study area
and the growing number of commercial, residential, and industrial buildings on the west side of the
Grand River. Main Street continues to be the dominant commercial area, though Ainslie, Dickson, North,
and Water Street North and South are increasingly filled in. The Galt branch of the Great Western
Railway is now shown running parallel with the eastern edge of the study area south of Main Street.
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Map 5: Bird's Eye View of Galt, 1875 (City of Cambridge Archives)
Bird’s Eye View of Galt, 1875
This map shows several key buildings, including churches, railway depots, banks, schools, hotels, and
industrial enterprises. Church steeples and factory smokestacks are noteworthy for their height,
considerably taller than the surrounding buildings. Additionally, the map highlights various natural
features, including the Grand River, Mill Creek, and the slopes and trees of the river valley. Both the
Great Western Railway (G.W.R) and the Credit Valley Railroad (C.V.R.) are visible, with industrial activity
adjacent to the G.W.R. Other concentrated industrial sites include factories and foundries in the area
along Water Street North just south of Queen Street, and mills, a brewery, and factories along Mill and
Concession Streets and along the railway corridor. Residential areas are visible throughout, though they
are significantly more concentrated within the study area than outside of it.
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Map 6: Galt Fire Insurance Plan, 1910 (City of Cambridge Archives)
Galt Fire Insurance Plan, 1910
This Fire Insurance Plan showcases the stone commercial buildings along Main and Ainslie Streets and
industrial enterprises along Water Street. Other stone structures are found sporadically elsewhere,
generally indicative of buildings of prominence, such as the Town Hall and Methodist Church. Brick
buildings are primarily large industrial operations or smaller commercial buildings and are principally
found around the centre of the study area. The wood buildings are generally smaller in scale than the
stone and brick counterparts and were most often residences or sheds. A notable change to the road
network is that the combined Hawthorne and Mill Streets from previous mapping have been
straightened and now form Ainslie Street South. Overall, the study area has filled in substantially,
particularly with a new industrialized zone between Ainslie Street South and the railway.
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Map 7: NTS Map, Galt Sheet, 1923 (Department of National Defence 1923)
NTS Map, Galt, 1923
This map illustrates intensification of buildings and neighbourhoods radiating out from the historical
core. Residential areas in all directions from the study area have largely filled in, with forest and fields
surrounding the urban core. Industrial sites continue to predominate around the railway line and along
Water Street. Galt has also extended further west on the west side of the Grand River, with residential
areas to the west and south of Grand Avenue and George Street. Four bridges cross the Grand River
within the study area.
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Map 8: Galt Fire Insurance Plan, 1929 (University of Waterloo)
Galt Fire Insurance Plan, 1929
By 1929, the study area had grown to express an urbanized form and character, with few lots not
occupied by a structure, whether that be residential, institutional, commercial, or industrial. There
appear to be no designated zones for these various land uses; instead, they tended to bleed into each
other. However, some degree of land use concentrations is evident with industrial operations along the
railway corridor and along Water Street North; commercial activity along Water, Main, Dickson, and
Ainslie Streets; and residences in the vicinity of Cambridge Street in the north of the study area and
northwest of Concession and Ainslie Streets in the south of the study area.
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Map 9: Aerial photograph of Galt, 1955 (City of Cambridge Archives)
Aerial Photograph of Galt, 1955
This aerial photograph from 1955 shows that the study area has been almost entirely filled in; there are
few empty lots and/or unoccupied areas. In terms of vegetation, the northeast and southwest sections
of the study area – the only areas that are primarily residential – have dense tree coverage while the
commercial and industrial areas have none. Residential neighbourhoods in all directions outside of the
study area have extensive tree coverage. Water Street North and close to the railway south of Main
Street within the study area and north of Cedar Street on the west side of the Grand River are
characterized by their industrial nature, evident by their substantial size in comparison with the
surrounding buildings. With these manufacturing sites generally concentrated in the same location as
they had been a century earlier, it showcases the stability and continuity of industrial areas within the
study area.
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Map 10: NTS Map, Cambridge-Galt Sheet, 1975 (Department of Energy, Mines, and Resources, 1975)
NTS Map, Cambridge-Galt Sheet, 1975
This 1975 map shows several prominent structures both inside and outside the study area. Within the
boundary are several churches, the Post Office at the corner of Dickson and Water Street North, City
Hall, and the armoury. Outside the boundary are schools, factories, churches, and recreational sites. Mill
Creek is not illustrated within the study area, though it appears north of Main Street adjacent to the rail
line just east of the study area. Other than the Grand River to the west and the railroad to the southeast,
no clear identifying markers separate the study area from its surroundings. This map also shows the
variation in topography, with the study area situated within the river valley with higher plateaus along
Wellington Street in the northeast and along the railway corridor along the western boundary of the
study area.
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Map 11: Aerial photograph of Galt, 2000 (City of Cambridge Archives)
Aerial photograph of Galt, 2000
Taken in the year 2000, this aerial photograph shows a marked change from the 1955 aerial photograph
included above. The industrial sites along Water Street North have been demolished and replaced with
parkland and parking lots on the west side and a grocery store, office tower, and parking lots on the east
side. The industrial strip east of Ainslie Street South has been demolished, replaced by parking lots and a
bus station. Similarly, several small buildings southeast of Water and Main Streets have been
demolished and replaced by a parking lot. The railway has been removed, as have several buildings that
ran adjacent to it on either side.
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Appendix E: Architectural Style Guide
The buildings in the study area express several architectural styles, elements of architectural styles, or
related built forms derived from a property’s original function or use. The key elements of those various
styles are described below, with examples to assist in the illustration of these styles in the context of
Galt. It should be noted that this guide to architectural styles has been tailored to describe styles
specifically as they appear within the study area. In most cases, the expression of architectural styles
found in Galt are modest and vernacular interpretations designed by local builders.
For each style, the guide provides a brief description of typical form and materials, and any associated
detailing. Associated detailing may not be found on all buildings and the more modest expressions may
only utilize the form and materials common to the style.
Sources consulted to develop and tailor categories of architectural styles as represented in the Study
Area include:
•
•
•
•

Ontario Architecture: A Guide to Styles and Building Terms, 1784 to the Present (Blumenson
1990)
Ontario House Styles: The Distinctive Architecture of the Province’s 18th and 19th Century Homes
(Mikel 2004)
“Building Styles” page of the Ontario Architecture website (Kyles 2005)
A Guide to Canadian Architectural Styles (Maitland et al. 1992)

Primary Architectural Styles in the Study Area
Georgian

Figure 15: Example of Georgian style at 55 Ainslie Street North.
The style was typically used in Ontario between 1750 and 1850 and is characterized as having an
uncluttered design which adheres to conventional rules of symmetry and proportion, with classical
detailing. The style was popular for use in both residential and commercial buildings. Buildings in this
style are typically one to two-and-a-half storeys in height with three or five bays and a side gable or
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hipped roof. Stone was the most popular material choice for construction and exterior cladding, though
brick was also utilized.
Ontario Cottage

Figure 16: Example of attached Ontario Cottages at 79-81 Ainslie Street South.
Popular in Ontario between 1820 and 1900, this Ontario Cottage is a variation of the Regency Cottage
and often represents a local vernacular interpretation of the style and form. The residential style is
characterized as simple and compact with varying levels of ornamentation that could include Georgian,
Neoclassical, Gothic, or Italianate details. Buildings in this style are typically one storey in height with
hipped or side gable roof and symmetrical façade with centre hall plan. Ontario Cottages are generally
brick or wood frame construction though stone is also used.
Romanesque Revival

Figure 17: Example of Romanesque Revival style at 47 Water Street South.
This style was typically used in Ontario between 1840 and 1900. It is characterized by its imposing
massing and use of wide arch openings. Buildings in this style are typically two storeys in height or
higher with steeply pitched or complex roof shape. Romanesque Revival buildings often feature
restrained or abstracted ornamentation and often makes use of polychrome brickwork. Romanesque
Revival buildings are generally brick or wood frame construction with brick exteriors, and occasionally
stone or terracotta decorative details.
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Italianate

Figure 18: Example of Italianate style at 111 Ainslie Street North.
This style was typically used in Ontario between 1850 and 1900. It is characterized as a highly decorative
style with ornate detailing. More modest expressions of the style still typically feature some level of
ornamentation with bracketed cornices, projecting eaves or key stones above windows. Buildings in this
style are typically two storeys in height with hipped or a combination hipped and gable roof and often
contain a bay window feature. Italianate buildings are generally brick or wood frame construction
though stone is also used.
Renaissance Revival

Figure 19: Example of Renaissance Revival style used for a commercial building at 20-22 Main Street.
Popular in Ontario between 1870 and 1910, this style is characterized by a symmetrical arrangement
that incorporates classical ornamentation. This style is typically used for commercial buildings and
features a rusticated, robust-looking finish on the ground floor, with more refined and decorated upper
storeys. Buildings in this style are typically two to three storeys in height with flat roofs. Ornamentation
is generally located on window hoods and cornices. Renaissance Revival buildings were typically
constructed of brick or stone.
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Vernacular

Figure 20: Example of vernacular style at 24 Warnock Street.
The vernacular style is defined as a local interpretation or expression of a style or built form. A building
constructed in a vernacular style may refer to an established architectural style but may not include
some key elements or may combine features typical of a variety of styles and are usually more modest
or restrained expressions. Generally vernacular architecture utilizes local materials, and the structures
are designed and constructed by local builders. As such, there is not a general period of construction, or
a consistent material used beyond a local context.
Edwardian Classical

Figure 21: Example of Edwardian Classical style used for a commercial building at 11 Ainslie Street North.
Popular in Ontario between 1890 and 1916, this style characterized as having balanced design that
incorporates classical features. Commercial buildings in this style tend to be more dramatic in their
expression of the style, with added surface decoration, whereas domestic interpretations are generally
more modest and subdued. Buildings in this style are typically two to three storeys in height with flat
roofs generally used for commercial buildings and hipped or front gable roofs for residential. Edwardian
Classical buildings typically feature a brick exterior and are usually either brick or frame construction.
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Additional Styles in the Study Area
There are several styles that are minimally represented (five or less properties) in the study area that are
common in Ontario. These styles are listed below with a visual example from the Galt context.
Gothic Revival

Nineteenth Century Commercial

Figure 22: Example of Gothic Revival style used
for the Wesley United Church at 51 Ainslie Street
North.

Figure 24: Example of Nineteenth Century
Commercial style at 11 Main Street.
Second Empire

Classical Revival

Figure 23: Example of Classical Revival style at 81
Water Street South.

Figure 25: Example of Second Empire style at 138
Main Street.
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Beaux Arts

Craftsman Bungalow

Figure 26: Example of Beaux Arts style used for
the public library 33 Water Ainslie North.

Figure 29: Example of Craftsman Bungalow style
at 76 Wellington Street.

Industrial

Tudor Revival

Figure 27: Example of Industrial style at 35 Water
Street South.

Figure 30: Example of elements of the Tudor
Revival style at 55 Water Street North.

Tudor Gothic

Art Deco

Figure 28: Example of Tudor Gothic style used
for the Cambridge Armoury at 1 Valour Place.

Figure 31: A modest example of the Art Deco
style at27 Water Street North.
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Art Moderne

Ranch House

Figure 32: Example of the Art Moderne style at
52-58 Main Street.

Figure 35: Example of Ranch House style at 80
Wellington Street.

Modernist

Brutalist

Figure 33: Example of the Modernist style at 50
Ainslie Street North.

Figure 36: Example of Brutalist style at 72-76
Main Street.

50s Contempo

Post-Modern

Figure 34: Example of 50s Contempo style at 55
Water Street South.

Figure 37: Example of Post-modern style at 55
Dickson Street.
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Contemporary

Figure 38: Example of Contemporary style at
Cambridge City Hall on Dickson Street.
Contemporary Historicist

Figure 39: Example of Contemporary Historicist
style at 26 Water Street North.
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